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PREFACE.
( i )
This th esis  contains an account o f  research conducted at the 
U niversity o f Glasgow "between September 1955 and A pril 1958.
Chapter 1 con sists  o f  a general review o f beta-decay theory, a 
statement o f  those re su lts  o f the theory which are relevant to  the 
work described la te r , and a survey o f  the experimental data on 
o rb ita l e lectron  capture and the Fierz in terference term.
Chapter 2 contains a d iscussion  on the lim its  which the w all 
e f fe c t  imposes on the usefulness o f  conventional proportional 
counters, and a d escription  o f two counters which have been designed 
to  elim inate th is  e f fe c t .  The m ulti-w ire counter was designed and 
operated by the author a fte r  Drever et a l. had shov/n that such a 
counter would work s a t is fa c to r i ly , but i t  was f e l t  that the design 
was s u ff ic ie n t ly  o r ig in a l to  warrant a f u l l  descrip tion  here. The 
p la s t ic  counter was designed and operated jo in t ly  by the author and 
Dr. G.M. Lewis .
In chapter 3 re su lts  are presented o f  measurements on the ra tio
18o f  K-capture to  p ositron  emission in  F . This measurement sets  an 
upper lim it  on the contribution  o f the F ierz in terference term to  the 
decay p rob a b ility  in  Gamow-Teller in tera ction s. The author a ssisted  
Mr.R.W.P. Drever and D r.A .lioljk in  the prosecution  o f  these experiments 
and was a lso  responsible fo r  the in i t ia l  dra ft o f  the published
paper describing them.
,  . . . 11 
The resu lts  o f  measurements on the 1 /p  ra tio  m  C are
presented in  chapter 4. This measurement sets a new upper lim it on
the contribution  o f the F ierz in terference term to the decay
p rob a b ility  in  Fermi in teraction s. These experiments, and the
analysis and pub lication  o f the resu lts , were carried  out jo in t ly  by
the author and Dr.G-.M. Lewis, but the apparatus was designed, constructed
and operated mainly by the author.
A d irect measurement has been made o f  the i/K -capture ra t io  in
I ^ 9 using an internal source s c in t i l la t io n  spectrometer technique,
and th is  work is  described in  chapter 5. The author was assisted  in
th is  work by Mr. E.G-abathuler.
Chapter 6 contains a d escription  o f  measurements carried  out on
74 'the e lectron  capture decay o f As , resu ltin g  in  values fo r  the ra tio
o f e lectron  capture to  e lectron  emission, and the ra tio  o f  L-capture
to K-capture.
In chapter 7 a d escription  i s  given o f  some experiments on the
76decay o f As , leading to  a very low upper lim it on the p rob a b ility  
o f e lectron  capture in  th is  isotope. The author was so le ly  responsible 
fo r  the work described in  chapters 6 and 7.
The s ign ifican ce  o f  the present work on ly^ ^ and  i/K  ra t io s
i s  b r ie f ly  stated in  chapter 8 , and the re la tiv e  importance o f  the 
various outstanding problems in  th is  f i e l d  i s  discussed. A section  o f
th is  chapter i s  devoted to  a d iscussion  on the conclusions which can 
be drawn from the Fierz condition , having regard to  recent th eoretica l 
and experimental work on parity  non-conservation.
The appendix contains a d escrip tion  o f prelim inary experiments
0
to  measure the beta-spectrum o f He by the internal source technique, 
using a L il crysta l. This work was conducted jo in t ly  by the author 
and Etr.G-.M. Lewis.
( i i i )
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRO EUCTION.
1. GENERAL THBOHI OF BETA-DBCAT.
This section , the purpose o f which is  to  present some resu lts  
which w il l  be used throughout the remainder o f  the th esis , i s  based 
largely  on the numerous review a r t ic le s  on beta-decay which have 
appeared since about 1945* (Ref s. 1 -5 ). No attempt has been made 
here to  survey the large amount o f m aterial which has been 
published since the end o f 1956 dealing with the non-conservation 
o f parity  and re la ted  top ics , since l i t t l e  o f  th is  work i s  d ire ct ly  
relevant to  the study o f electron -capture tra n sition  p ro b a b ilit ie s , 
which i s  the matter o f primary importance here.
a*  nmorucTioN.
At the end o f 1956 i t  appeared that the character o f  the 
weak in teraction  in  beta-decay was becoming clearer. As noted 
below several experiments had shown that the in tera ction  
Hamiltonian contained the scalar and tensor terms, with perhaps 
a certa in  amount o f  pseudoscalar coupling, and the remaining 
questions concerned the re la tiv e  magnitudes and signs o f  these 
three terms. However, at th is  time d iscussions on the possib le
solu tion  to  the T -  0  puzzle led  Lee and Yang (6) to  point out 
that no experimental evidence e x is ts  fo r  the hypothesis o f 
conservation o f parity  in  the weak in teraction s in  meson and 
hyperon decay and in  beta-decay. I t  was found that the addition  to 
the in tera ction  Hamiltonian o f the f iv e  couplings which do not 
conserve parity  has no e ffe c t  on the resu lts  o f  any o f the 
experiments which had previously  been carried  out, such as those on 
the allowed and forbidden spectra, beta-gamma angular corre la tion s , 
and beta-neutrino angular corre la tion s . In the ca lcu la tion s 
re la tin g  to  these experiments the coupling constants C and C*
(c f .  section  B) always appear in  terms proportional to | Cj p lus 
terms proportional to  j C'j .
The determination o f the amount o f  mixing o f the C and C1 
in teraction s requires the detection  o f an interference term o f the 
type CC! , and i t  turns out that such a term can only be associated  
w ith a pseudo scalar formed out o f  the experimentally measured 
quantities, such as CC Jd, . ( |^ V  or CC |o- <T , where j?t y f a y  
(J~ are three momenta and a spin. I t  i s  seen that in  the experiments 
mentioned above no such terms could be formed from the measured 
quantities. Lee and Yang proposed several experiments in  which such 
terms could be detected i f  p arity  conservation i s  v io la ted . These 
experiments have been carried  out, and show c lea r ly  that parity
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non-conserving terms are present in  the weak in tera ction s  in  beta - 
decay (7 -9 ), and in  JX and yu -meson decay (10-15). In addition  
the experiment o f  Wu et a l. (7 ) , in  which a large asymmetry was 
observed in  the e lectron  in tensity  with respect to  the nuclear 
p o la riza tion  d ire ct ion , a lso in d ica tes  that charge conjugation 
invariance i s  v io la ted . No experimental resu lts  have been reported 
as yet on the problem o f time reversa l invariance.
During 1957 a very large amount o f  work, both th eore tica l and 
experimental., has been done on the problem o f the v a lid ity  o f  the 
conservation laws in  the weak in tera ction s, and on the re la ted  
problem o f the exact nature o f  the in teraction s. Throughout the 
remainder o f  th is  chapter the th eore tica l re su lts  w i l l  be presented 
with the in tera ction  Hamiltonian as given by Lee and Yang ( 6 ) ,but, 
since most o f  the th eore tica l re su lts  discussed here are not a ffe c te d  
by considerations o f  th is  type, no further reference to  th is  work 
w il l  be made here. The d iscussion  on the Fierz in terference terms 
in  chapter 8 i s  developed in  the lig h t  o f the more recent resu lts .
B. THE ALIOV/ED BETA-TRANSITION PROBABILITY.
The p rob a b ility  o f a bet a -tra n sit ion i s  ca lcu lated  by assuming 
an in teraction  between the nucleons and leptons analogous to  the 
in teraction  between cnarges and the electro-m agnetic f i e ld .  Since
—4—
the decay rates o f be ta -tra n sit ions are much slower than those of 
comparable gamma-transitions, i t  i s  c lear that the b e ta -in tera ction  
i s  comparatively weak. I t  turns out that f iv e  independent r e la t iv is t -  
ic a l ly  invariant forms can be chosen fo r  the in tera ction  Hamiltonian, 
and these are usually ca lled  the sca lar, vector, tensor, pseudovector 
and pseudoscalar in teraction s (S ,V ,T ,A ,P ). As an example, the vector 
type o f in tera ction , which was the one used by Fermi (14) in  h is  
o r ig in a l form ulation, i s  now given, fo r  negatrons, by
e lectron  and neutrino respective ly , l^ v  and i*v are the coupling 
constants fo r  the p arity  conserving and parity  non-conserving parts
i
o f the vector in tera ction  and are a measure o f the contribution  o f
the vector coupling to  the to ta l  in tera ction . The are combinations 
o f the Dirac m atrices, and the Fermi constant g determines the strength 
o f the in teraction .
The complete beta -in tera ction  i s  then a lin ea r  combination o f 
the above f iv e :
 ©
are the wave functions o f the proton, neutron,
The Ck  y Ck are so chosen that r ( i c t M c ; r ) - i
k
Neglecting the e f fe c t  o f  the Coulomb f i e ld  o f  the nucleus on the
electron s, both e lectron s and neutrinos can be represented by plane 
i k , i r
waves o c  C ~ ~ , where k i s  the wave vector o f  the p a r t ic le .
Since r  must be o f nuclear dimensions, and since kR i s  normally 1 
(R=nuclear rad iu s), i t  i s  c lea r that in  a power series  expansion o f 
the plane waves the successive terms get progressively  smaller.
Clearly tran sition s in  which the lepton  wave functions contain the 
f i r s t  terms in  such expansions w i l l  take place at a fa s te r  rate than 
those in  which these terms vanish due to  se lection  ru les. The former 
are re ferred  to  as "allowed" tran sition s . On examination o f  the 
matrix elements o f the allowed tran sition s  the fo llow in g  se le ction  
ru les are obtained:
S , V A I  = 0 , no parity  change.
T , A  ^  I  = 0 , !  1 , no 0-*0 , no parity  change.
P A  I  = 0 , parity  change.
A l  i s  the nuclear spin change in  the tran sition .
I t  i s  c lear that the P in tera ction  cannot co -e x is t  with the
other in teraction s because o f  the d iffe re n t parity  se lection  ru le , 
and, since there are several allowed tra n sition s  vri.th A I = 1 , i t  
must be assumed that there i s  no P in tera ction  in  allowed tran sitions. 
The se lection  ru les s p lit  the remaining fou r in teraction s up
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in to  the group S and V (Fermi), and the group T and A (G-amow- 
T e lle r ).
Starting from simple s t a t is t ic a l  considerations o f  the 
d istr ib u tion  o f the e lectron  and neutrino momenta, the p rob a b ility  
per unit time that a b e ta -p a rtic le  i s  emitted in  an allowed tran sition , 
with energy between W and W + dW, i s  obtained as
P+ (\n) cl\N = F(+Z,\n)*>W (W 0- \n ) x
where | Ce\* = | Cs +  | Cj |% | Cv|* 4- |  *
and 1 C ^ i  = | C T |i 4 ' i C Tj +  j C ft| +  | C „|
The system o f un its in  which n  = m = c  = 1 i s  used throughout, and
the neutrino rest mass i s  assumed to be zero. The upper sign in
eqn. 3 re fe rs  to  positron  emission and the lower to  negatron
emission. F i s  a function  correctin g  the energy spectrum fo r  the
e f fe c t  o f  the nuclear Coulomb f i e ld  on the electrons, p i s  the
e lectron  momentum and Wc i s  the to ta l energy available fo r  the
tran sition . M and II _  are resp ectiv e ly  the F em i and Gamow-Teller 
F Gc-T
nuclear matrix elements.
The tran sition  p rob a b ility  fo r  electron -capture can be calcu lated  
in  an analogous way and w il l  be presented below.
-6 -
The term b, which a rises  from interference between the S and 
V in tera ction s  and between the T and A in teraction s, i s  known as
-7 -
M + ^ C )
I  l c „ l * K 1*  +  11 < v J ‘ ! K - t I2 /
I  e *  ®where ^  =  [ | — <xaZ/* and <x —— the fin e  structure constant.
1 n c
Clearly the determination o f the re la tiv e  magnitudes o f  the 
coupling constants great importance in  the theory o f
weak in tera ction s, and therefore the constant b should be known 
as accurately  as p ossib le . A d eta iled  d iscussion  o f  the experimental 
data on th is  constant w il l  be given below.
C. THE FORBIDDEN BETA-TRANSITION HtOBABILETI.
I t  lias been seen above that allowed tran sition s can take place 
only between nuclear states w ith the same p arity  and where the spin 
changes by no more than one unit. In the derivation  o f the tran sition  
p rob a b ility  fo r  allowed tran sition s two important approximations 
are usually made:
a. additional terms in  the V,T and A forms o f the in tera ction  are
neglected due to th e ir  being o f order v /c  , where v i s  the nucleon 
v e lo c ity .
-8 -
b. a l l  terras other than the f i r s t  in  the expansion o f  the lepton
Lk.T'
plane wave functions are neglected, i .  e. G i s  replaced by 
unity*
Clearly when the above se lection  ru les fo r  allowed tran sition s 
are v io la ted  these neglected terms w il l  determine the rate o f  the 
tra n sition  which, in  view o f  the r e la t iv e ly  small s ize  o f  the terms, 
w i l l  be a slower or "forbidden" tran sition . An examination o f the 
neav matrix elements obtained leads to  the conclusion  that there are 
n-times forbidden tran sition s  only fo r  (2)
| A  l|= n , n + 1 ; ATT = ( - 1 )  ( n ^ l  )
|Al|=0 , l ,2 ; ATT = -1  ( n= l )
where ATT i s  the change in  parity  in  the tran sition .
In the tran sition s with IA l|= n + 1 o n ly  the G-amow-Teller 
in tera ction  is  e ffe c t iv e  and these tra n sition s  are usually designated 
"unique” forbidden.
I t  turns out that the th eore tica l expression fo r  the tran sition
p rob a b ility  o f an nth-forbidden tran sition  can be obtained by
m ultiplying eqn. 3 by a so -ca lled  "shape fa c to r "  S (W), which
depends on the degree o f  forbiddenness. I t  i s  possib le  in  certa in
cases to  determine the type o f a tra n sition  from observations on
the deviation  o f the beta-sweet rum from the allowed shawe. S*_ i s  in- * n
general a complicated fu nction  in  which the energy dependence is
-9 -
determined by the re la tiv e  magnitudes o f two or more generally 
unknown nuclear matrix elements, and the in terpretation  o f  observed 
forbidden spectrum shapes is  in  most cases not unique. For the 
unique forbidden tran sition s  withjAI| = n + 1 and G-amow-Teller coupling 
only, the th eore tica l energy dependence i s  unambiguous and has been 
experimentally v e r if ie d  fo r  n = 1, 2, 3 (16-18), thus providing 
strong evidence fo r  the existence o f  the Gamow-Tellcr coupling.
In the case o f the f ir s t -fo r b id d e n  non-unique tra n sition s  i t  
has been found that the beta -spectra  in  general have allowed shapes 
(19 ,20). However, more accurate work on high energy spectra might 
show small deviations from the allowed shape.
D. f t  VAHJES.
The h a l f - l i f e  t  i s  given by t  = ln2 /X , where A i3  the decay 
constant o f  the b e ta -tra n s ition  and i s  obtained by integrating 
eqn. o x. e. »
*  * / * p ( i p i ) d w  =
 ( D
where -f(z,w0) = j  f>W(wc-w) F(z,w)dW
and the Thera interference term i s  neglected.
Then, fo r  an allowed tran sition , the product
Bf t  =
( i - x ) | n F|a +  x j n ^ l a
 @
where x = | C |= 1 -| £ | 9 and- B = ^  ^  ^  are universal constants,F ^
is  a fu nction  only o f  the nuclear matrix elements, and, since these 
would he expected to  he o f  the same order o f  magnitude fo r  a l l  
allowed tran sition s , so a lso  would the f t  values.
I t  has heen found (21 ,22,23) that the observed f t  values o f 
h eta -tra n sition s f a l l  in to  roughly defined groups corresponding to 
the degree o f  forbiddenness o f the tran sition s , ind icating that fo r  
a given order o f  forbiddenness there i s  no great varia tion  in  the 
magnitudes o f  the nuclear matrix elements. In addition  i t  i s  found 
that the f t  values o f  allowed tran sition s break up into two groups, 
with log  f t  from 4 .0  to  6 .0  and about 3.5 , which are re ferred  to as 
normal allowed and super-allowed resp ective ly . The la tte r  include 
the "m irror” tran sition s in  which (N-Z) = !  1 fo r  both in i t ia l  and 
f in a l n u cle i, and a lso  some tra n sition s  fo r  which (N-S) = 1 2  fo r  
one nucleus in  the tran sition , and N = Z fo r  the other. I t  i s  
assumed that in  the super-allowed tra n sition s  the in i t ia l  and f in a l  
nuclear wave functions are very much a lik e , and overlap almost 
completely, leading to  a very large matrix element.
The observed f t  value lias become a u sefu l addition  to  the 
c r ite r ia  to  be adopted in  the id e n t if ic a t io n  o f  the type o f  a 
previously u n c la ss ified  tran sition .
-1 0 -
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E. THE BETA- INTERACTION.
As regards the character o f the heta-decay in tera ction , strong
evidence fo r  the presence o f the Fermi in teraction  is  obtained from
the existence o f the group o f ( 0-*0, no ) b e ta -tra n sition s  ( O'1*7,
10 34 26C , Cl , Al~ ) , which are s t r ic t ly  forbidden by the G-amow-Teller 
se le ct ion  ru les , and allowed only by the Fermi ru les.
Sim ilarly, convincing evidence fo r  the presence o f the G-amow- 
T eller  in tera ction  i s  provided by the decay o f He -* L i ( A I  = 1, no ) 
which is  not allowed by the Fermi se le ction  ru les. The existence o f 
the unique forbidden tran sition s, which take place through pure 
G-amow-Teller in teraction , i s  an additional argument fo r  th is  in ter­
action .
Now that both the Fermi and the G-amow-Teller in tera ction s 
have been shown to contribute to the general beta-decay in tera ction , 
i t  becomes o f  considerable importance to determine the r e la tiv e  
contribution  o f each o f these two. Several attempts have been made
to evaluate n (24 -30), and the more recent work f  a ir ly
*  I f  I*consisten tly  supports the conclusion that l^F| is approximately equal
to i c ,_ r l , with the la tte r  probably s lig h tly  larger.
Recently Kofoed-Hansen and Winther (27) have repeated th eir  
1955 analysis, using new experimental data on mirror b eta -tra n sition s  
and on those tran sition s o f  type ( 0-*0, no ). For each tra n sition
-1 2 -
they p lo t  a B,x lin e  defined "by ( c f .  eqn* 6 )
b =  f t { o - * ) l i ' \ = l * +  * | < V r l  j
The Fermi matrix element can he evaluated fo r  these tran sition s  
on the assumption o f  charge independence o f nuclear fo rce s  only, 
while a semi-empirical value o f i s  deduced from the experimental
nuclear magnetic moments, according to  the Bohr- M ottelson c o lle c t iv e  
model. Using the method o f least squares to  obtain the common in ter­
section  point o f the B,x lin e s , they obtain the values
B = 2787 ± 70 
x = 0.560 i  0.012
Having established that U U  sr|c J  i t  remains to determiner* C,-T
the re la tiv e  importance o f  the S and V terms in  the Pem i in tera ction  
and o f  the T and A terms in  the G-amow-Teller in teraction . This has 
been done by e f fe c t iv e ly  measuring the angular corre la tion  between the 
d irection s  o f  emission o f the e lectron  and the neutrino in  the beta- 
decay o f the rare gas isotopes He ,^ N e^ , N e^ , and A ^ , and in  the 
decay o f the neutron.
0
From th e ir  measurements on He , which is  a pure G-amow-Teller 
tran sition , Rustad and Ruby (31,52) have concluded that the tensor 
in tera ction  i s  dominant in  th is  decay, and th is  resu lt has been 
confirmed by A llen and Jentschke (35).
-1 3 -
The resu lts  obtained "by several groups fo r  the mixed Fermi and
19G-amow-Teller positron  tra n sition  in  Ne could he explained by either
the S, T or A,V combination o f in teraction s (34-36), and sim ilar
conclusions can he drawn from Robson* s resu lts  on the neutron decay (37).
More recently  Hermannsfeldt et a l. (38) have measured the
35angular corre la tion  c o e ff ic ie n t  fo r  the positron  emitter A • This
i s  expected to  he predominantly a Fermi decay, and the resu lts
obtained indicate that in  the F em i in tera ction  the vector term is
at lea st twice as large as the scalar. This resu lt, i f  combined with 
19those o f  the Ne " experiments, requires that the A,V combination be 
dominant in  the beta-decay in teraction , and i s  d i f f i c u l t  to  recon cile
g
with the apparently unambiguous He resu lt .
In an attempt to  resolve th is  d i f f i c u lt y  Ridley (39) has
determined the electron-neutrino angular corre la tion  c o e ff ic ie n t  fo r
23the negatron tran sition s in  Ne“J , which are expected to  occur mainly 
through the Gamow-Teller matrix element. His re su lts  are consistent 
with the presence o f  about equal amounts o f  T and A in  the Gamow- 
T eller  in teraction .
In chapter 8 these rather confusing resu lts  are compared with 
those obtained in  the recent experimental and th eoretica l studies o f 
parity  non-conservation.
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2. THE RATIO OP K-CAPTURE TO POSITRON EMISSION.
A. THEORETICAL.
Yukawa, and Sakata (40) pointed out in  1935 the p o s s ib i l i ty  
that an unstable nucleus could undergo a rad ioactive tra n s ition  to a 
stable isob a ric  nucleus by capturing one o f  i t s  o rb ita l e lectron s, 
and the phenomenon was f i r s t  observed by Alvarez (41) in  1937.
The decay constant can be calcu lated  in  a sim ilar way to that 
fo r  beta-em ission, and, fo r  electron-capture from the K -sh ell in  an 
allowed tran sition , i s  given by
V  =  I " I *  ? K  *  k T z <k) ( '  * - b )  - - - - - - - - - - ©
where j CF j j M p j *  +- j C ^ T J j M ^ .  | and b i s  the P ierz in ter­
ference term. YL. i s  the K -shell e lectron  energy, including rest mass,IS
i .e .  W^ . = 1 -  £  , where i s  the K -shell binding energy, 
represents the p rob ab ility  o f finding a K -shell e lectron  at the 
surface o f  the nucleus, being the rad ia l part o f  the ’’ large" 
component o f  the K -electron  wave function , evaluated at the nuclear 
radius R, and obtained by solving the Dirac r e la t iv is t ic  wave equation 
fo r  the K -electron  in  the Coulomb f i e l d  o f  the nucleus. i s  given 
by
a x I+ -J T  _  2  Jr- 2  /
K  <R > =  21^ 1)  R  (*«*)  ©
where = W , and Z* = Z -  CT , O ' being a measure o f the screening 
e f fe c t  o f  the other o rb ita l e lectron s. For the K -shell CT i s  approx­
imately equal to  0 .3  (42 ), but more accurate values have been 
ca lcu la ted  fo r  several values o f  Z (43 ). Z in  the above formulae 
represents the atomic number o f  the i n i t i a l  nucleus. X* gainnia
fu nction  and is  the fin e  structure constant.
The ra tio  o f K-capture to  p os itron  emission fo r  allowed tra n sit­
ions i s  o f  particu lar importance from the poin t o f view o f beta-decay 
theory, since the quantities which are at present the lea st w ell 
known, namely the Fermi constant g and the nuclear matrix element M, 
are elim inated when th is  ra t io  i s  formed. Graphs o f th is  ra t io  fo r  
allowed tran sition s have been given, f o r  several Z values, by Feenberg 
and Trigg (21 ), who used Coulomb wave fu nctions fo r  the o rb ita l 
e lectron s. These resu lts  require to  be corrected  fo r  the screening 
e f fe c t  o f  the o rb ita l e lectron s on the p rob a b ility  o f  positron  
emission. Unfortunately, because o f the very rapid varia tion  o f the 
ra t io  with energy and w ith Z, i t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  to obtain values 
from these curves by in terpola tion , and fo r  accurate work i t  i s  
advisable to  use the above formulae ( eqns. 3 ,7 ,8  ) , applying the 
correction s fo r  screening. ( Tables o f the Fermi function  F are 
given in  r e f. 1 ).
Recently Zw eifel (44) has ca lcu la ted  values o f the allowed 
ra t io  fo r  f iv e  Z values, including correction s  fo r  screening,
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but, again, the in terpola tion  is  unreliable fo r  accurate work.
These values have since been reca lcu lated  (45) including a correction  
fo r  the e f fe c t  o f the f in i t e  nuclear size on the bound electrons.
This correction , which i s  n eg lig ib le  at low Z, reduces the branching 
ra tio  by about 10 % at Z = 84.
L itt le  th eore tica l work has been done so fa r  on the K/jg^ratio 
fo r  forbidden tran sition s, mainly because a rigorous comparison with 
experimental resu lts  i s  in  general not p oss ib le , owing to  the lack 
o f accurate information on the re la tiv e  magnitudes o f nuclear matrix 
elements. However, expressions have been presented by several workers 
(44 ,46-48), and some conclusions can be drawn from these. For f i r s t  
forbidden (I4I|= 0, 1, yes ) tran sition s the K/fe* ra tio  i s  expected to 
be about the same as fo r  allov/ed tran sition s , on the b a s is  that the 
beta -spectra  o f  such tran sition s have allowed shapes.
In the case o f  the unique forbidden tran sition s the presence o f 
only the G-amow-Teller in teraction  allows an unambiguous th eore tica l 
value to be calcu lated. For the positrons in  th is  case there i s  the 
energy dependent shape fa c to r  mentioned e a r lie r  to  be taken into 
account, and th is  can be approximated by a simple polynomial in  the 
positron  and neutrino momenta. The K-capture decay constant has also 
to  be m u ltip lied  by a correction  fa c to r , which takes the form o f an 
even power o f  the neutrino momentum. The fa c to r  by which the allowed
/ +- 2  (W +- i)value o f the ra t io  lias to  he m ultip lied  turns out to he —-—-— ^
W0— I
in the case o f  a f i r s t  forbidden unique tran sition , and the ra tio  i s  
c lea rly  considerably larger in  th is  case, For higher unique forbidden 
tran sition s  th is  increase i s  considerably in te n s ifie d  with increasing 
f  orb iddenne s s.
b . smi2ai.isi\iTrAL data.
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Two methods have been used in  general fo r  the measurement o f 
the iyfa'1" ra t io . In one o f these the to ta l  number o f positron s 
emitted in  a given time in terva l i s  subtracted from the t o t a l  number 
o f tran sition s  in  th is  in terva l to  g ive the number o f tran sition s  
talcing place by electron -capture. In p ra ctice  th is  usually involves 
comparing the number o f  positron s going to  an excited  state o f the
product nucleus with the number o f  gamma-rays emitted from th is  state.
In th is  type o f  experiment the to ta l p rob a b ility  o f  electron -capture 
from a l l  p ossib le  sh e lls  i s  obtained, and the comparison w ith  theory 
i s  complicated by the present uncertainty regarding the v a lid ity  o f 
the th eore tica l resu lts  fo r  the re la tiv e  p ro b a b ilit ie s  o f  capture 
from the various sh e lls  ( c f .  section  4 ). The to ta l  capture-positron
branching ra t io  w il l  be denoted by €  / •
The other method o f determining the ra tio  can be used fo r
simple tran sition s where no gamma-ray i s  available fo r  the above
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technique, and con sists  o f  measuring d ire c t ly  the number o f K-capture 
events and the to ta l number o f tran sition s. Since th is  can only be 
done by measuring the K x -rad ia tion s emitted when the vacancy in  the 
K -shell o f  the f in a l  atom is  f i l l e d ,  th is  method lias been used le ss  
often  than the other# However, the proportional counter, v<ith gaseous 
source, can be used fo r  such measurements and, provided that the 
energy o f the x -rad ia tion s i s  le ss  than about 5 keV, correction s  fo r  
absorption, scattering, geometry and e ff ic ie n c y  can be made very anall. 
The ra t io  i s  obtained d ire ct ly  from the observed pulse spectrum.
The ra tio  o f  K-capture to  p ositron  emission has been determined 
fo r  a number o f  nuclei and the resu lts  have been reviewed by several 
authors (44,4-9,50). For the m ajority o f  the tran sition s surveyed the 
experimental ra t io s  are fa i r ly  c lose  to  the th eore tica l values.
However, the comparison with theory i s  not en tire ly  sa tis fa ctory  
since the data concern n ucle i with complex decay schemes, not always 
w ell established. For example, the nucleus which has excited  the most 
in terest as fa r  as the ra t io  i s  concerned, namely Na" , decays
mainly to a 1.5 MeV excited  state o f  the product nucleus, and in  
addition the tran sition  may not be o f  the ordinary allowed type (49 ,51). 
However, the resu lts  o f  recent measurements o f  the r a t io  fo r
th is  tran sition  are in  good agreement with each other and with the 
th eoretica l allowed value, and a review o f  these experiments 
i l lu s t r a te s  the more usual methods fo r  the determination o f  th is  ra tio .
Sherr and M iller  (51) employed a coincidence arrangement to 
compare the in te n s itie s  o f  positron  emission and o f gamma radiation , 
with a 4 i r  beta  counter to  detect the positrons and a s c in t i l la t io n  
counter fo r  the gamma-rays. Their re su lt  was £ / f t *  = 0.110 ± 0.006, 
which i s  in  good agreement with the th eore tica l value o f  0* 1155 •
By measuring the re la tiv e  numbers o f  1. 5 MeV gamma-rays and 
0.51 MeV annih ilation  quanta in  a 4 in# hy 4 in# Nal s c in t i l la t io n
spectrometer, Kreger (52) obtained a value o f  0.125 i  0.010 •
22A llen  et a l. (55) compared the rate o f  evolution  o f  Ne from
22a source o f  Na"^ writh the rate o f  emission o f  positron s, and obtained
a value o f 0.122 ± 0.010 • The rate o f  evolution  o f  the neon was
measured in  a gas analysis apparatus, and the rate o f emission of
positrons was determined by absolute counting in  a 4T f Geiger counter.
22Using th in  s o lid  sources o f Na‘J~ in  2IT Geiger counters, Charpak 
(54) measured the in ten sity  o f the 0. 85 keV Auger e lectron s emitted 
in  the K-cap.ture decay, and obtained a value o f 0.065 -  0.009 fo r  the 
Y /0 *  ra t io . However, in  view o f the considerable scattering and 
absorption o f such low energy e lectron s in  even very thin sources, 
i t  seems lik e ly  that th is  resu lt i s  lower than the correct value.
Since Radvarryi’ s review (50) l i t t l e  experimental work lias been 
done on the cap>tur e -p ositron  brandling r a t io  which is  accurate enough 
to ju s t i fy  comparison with the th eore tica l p red iction s, and only 
three experiments are worth mentioning in  th is  respect.
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AuJ.
The decay o f Sc’  has been thoroughly investigated  by Blue 
and B leuler (55), using a magnetic lens beta-spectrom eter and a
Nal s c in t i l la t io n  spectrometer in  coincidence. The ra tio  fo r
44-the tra n sition  to  the f i r s t  excited  state o f  Ca was obtained as
0.073 -  0.017, which i s  in  good agreement with the th eore tica l value
o f  0.077, and contradicts the ea rlier  re su lts  o f Bruner and Langer
(56) and o f  Hibdon et a l. (57).
Cook and Tomnovec (58 ), using a 4 in . by 4 in . Nal s c in t i l la t io n
58spectrometer, have studied the gamma-rays fo llow in g  the decay o f Co1" ,
and, from the observed re la tiv e  in te n s it ie s  o f the nuclear gamma-rays
and the ann ih ilation  rad iation , have obtained a value o f 5.9 -  0.2
58fo r  the 6 //3  ra tio  fo r  the tran sition  to the excited  state o f  Fe .
This i s  in  agreement with ea r lie r  measurement o f Good et a l. (59),
and i s  close  to the th eoretica l value o f 5 .4  .
18 11Since the present work on F and C was carried  out, Van
Nooijen et a l. (60) have determined the ^3 ra tio  i n  V , using
beta-gamma coincidence measurements with a long lens beta-spectrom eter
and a Nal s c in t i l la t io n  counter. Their resu lt  i s  that £  /{$ *  = 0.75
i  0.03 , in  good agreement with the th eore tica l value o f 0.76 .
Hagedoom and Konijn (61) have also measured th is  ra t io , using a
proportional counter in  coincidence w ith a Nal s c in t i l la t io n  counter,
and fin d  that £ / / $ * '  = 0 .74 ^ 0.02 • However, the decay scheme o f 
48
V i s  conrolex, and the above resu lts  are based on the assumption
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that no gamma tran sitions occur between the 3.24 MeV and the 2.3 MeV 
48le v e ls  in  Ti . In fa c t  such tran sition s  could occur in  up to 5 % o f  
the d isin tegration s, according to the measurements o f Van Nooijen et 
a l.
In view o f  the complex decay schemes o f those nuclei fo r  which
the ra t io  lias been measured, and taking into account the in d irect
methods usually employed, i t  seemed o f some importance tliat d irect
measurements should be made on simple allowed tran sition s , and the 
-J.8 11experiments on r  and C ’ were carried  out with th is  in  mind.
Very few measurements o f the ra t io  fo r  forbidden tran sition s
126have been made, and accurate re su lts  are available only fo r  I  and
nu8*Kb .
126The decay scheme o f I  has been thoroughly investigated  by
Koerts et a l. (62), using magnetic beta-spectrom eters and Nal s c in t i l l ­
ation  spectrometers Y/ith coincidence techniques. The K/^3* ra tio s  fo r  
the various tran sition s v/ere determined by comparing the in tensity  o f
the K x-rays with that o f  the nuclear gamma-rays. For the f i r s t
126forbidden unique tra n sition  to  the ground state o f  Te the exper­
imental value is  20.2 -  2 .0  , in  good agreement with the th eoretica l
value o f 21.9 . The value fo r  the (A  I  = 0, yes ) tran sition  to the
126f i r s t  excited  state o f  Te i s  given as 95 -  iq  , which i s  consider­
ably lower than the th eore tica l allowed value o f 152 .
A very sim ilar in vestiga tion  has been made o f the decay scheme
o f Kb *" by Welker and Perlman (63), using beta and gaimna-ray s c in t i l l ­
ation  spectrometers with coincidence measurements. Their resu lt fo r  
the r a t io  fo r  the f i r s t  forbidden unique tra n sition  to  the
ground state o f K r^  i s  2.06 -  0.36 , which does not agree w ith the 
th eore tica l value o f  1.0 . Por the ( A I  = 0, yes ) tra n sition  to the 
f i r s t  excited  state the value obtained i s  5.15 i  0.38 , which i s
considerably larger than the th eoretica l allowed value o f 3*1 . This
126i s  in  contrast w ith the resu lt fo r  I  “ • Part o f the in terest o f the
74 . ,present experiment on As lay in  a sim ilar comparison o f the observed
K//3* ra tio  fo r  a ( A I  = 0, yes ) tra n sition  vd-th the th eore tica l
allowed value.
The discrepancy observed above fo r  the unique forbidden tra n s it -
84ion  in  Kb is  p articu la rly  serious since fo r  th is  type o f tra n sition  
only one matrix element i s  involved, and th is  i s  cancelled  out when 
the K/^3* ra t io  i s  formed. The th eoretica l re su lts  fo r  th is  type o f 
tra n sition  are obtained by simple extensions o f the allowed theory, 
and, in  view o f the success o f th is  theory, i t  would seem that they 
are va lid , and that the discrepancy i3  due to errors in  the experiments 
o f Welker and Perlman.
An accurate measurement o f the K//3+ ra t io  fo r  a unique fo rb id ­
den tra n sition  would thus be o f considerable importance, but these 
tran sition s generally occur in  very complex decay schemes, and such a 
measurement would be rather d i f f i c u l t .  The author has attempted th is
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measurement fo r  the second forbidden unique tra n sition  in  Al , using 
gaseous sources in  proportional counters, but so fa r  has not found a su it­
able v o la t i le  compound o f  aluminium. Aluminium borohydride and aluminium 
chloride have been tr ied , the la tte r  with the counter operating at 200-500 °C 
but with no success.
5. THE FIERZ INTEEtPSREMCE TERM.
A consideration  o f  eqns. 5 and 7 shows that estimates o f  the magnitude 
o f the Fierz interference term can in  p rin cip le  be obtained from measure­
ments either o f  beta-spectrum shapes or o f K /^ r a t io s ,  and several such 
measurements have been made.
/ \ 64 35Mahmoud and Konopinski (64) adopted the published spectra o f  Cu , S
and N13 as the most accurate measurements up to  that date and, f o r  each case
drew the conventional Kurie p lo t  K = C(H£-W) and the corresponding "F ierz"
p lo ts  K = C(Y/-W)Jl -  b/VV , using several d iffe re n t values o f  b. The upper
lim it on b was obtained from that Piers p lo t  in  which the system atic mean
deviation  was just greater than the random deviation  in  the conventional
Kurie p lo t . These authors concluded that the upper lim it fo r  b obtained in
th is  way i s  about 0 .2 fo r  both the pure G-amow-Teller tran sition s  and the
mixed Fermi and Gamow-Teller tran sitions.
A s t a t is t ic a l  analysis o f  several allowed and f i r s t  forbidden  b eta -
spectra has been made by Davidson and Peaslee (65 ), and the re su lts  o f  th is
analysis fo r  the allowed spectra have been studied in  order to  determine
the magnitude o f the Pierz term. The resu lt fo r  three pure Gamow-Teller
tra n sition s  i s  that b = 0.00 ^  0 .08, where
Cr-T
-25­
26
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b = 2. y Pc farL* V LrL'a ) I ^Ct-tI
* ' T  '  i  i c ^ n n ^ i 2
Cl* those tran sition s  in  which the G-amow-Teller contribution  i s  considerably
13smaller than the Fermi part only N was considered to have had i t s  spectrum
measured with the necessary accuracy, and from th is  spectrum b ( c f .  b _)
F Cr •
was found to be le s s  than 0. 2 •
52Pohm, Waddell and Jensen (66) have examined the beta-spectrum o f P
fo r  any deviation  due to the Fierz term, using both an intermediate image
spectrometer and a thin  lens spectrometer. The value o f  b .^was found to be
0.00 -0.03 . .
More recen tly  th is  spectrum has been remeasured, in  a double lens
spectrometer, by Porter, Wagner and Freedman (67), who found that
0 .05< b  < 0 .095 . This resu lt,w hich  does not include a zero value fo r  b , 
Cr-T Cr'T
is  in  disagreement with that o f  Pohm et a l . , and might indicate a non-zero
value fo r  the F ierz term. However, these authors consider i t  more lik e ly
52that the n on -lin earity  o f the P°^ Kurie p lo t  can be explained by the presence
of second-order e f fe c t s  in  the spectrum, and point to  the high f t  value fo r
th is  decay to  support th is  view. These workers have a lso obtained the resu lt
24
-  0 .0 2 < b < 0 .0 2  from measurements on the beta-spectrum o f Na , which has 
both Fermi and G-amow-Teller terms.
I t  is  seen that the resu lts  o f  spectrum measurements lead consisten tly  
to the lim its  fo r  the Fierz in terference terms |b ^|<0.05 and jb^j <  0 .20 • 
However, lim its  on these terms can be more accurately estimated by comparing 
the measured V/3+ ra t io  fo r  certa in  tra n sition s  with the th eoretica l value, 
and part o f the in terest in  the present work lay in  th is  comparison.
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Prom eqns. 3 and 7 the ra t io  i s  given "by:
V  _  < - b )
V  J”V(-z,w) t>* (* .-* )) M ftl -  &) dw
©
where
I f  th is  ra t io  is  denoted by R and the ra t io  ca lcu lated  fo r  b = 0 by R0 then
R =  , »
/ ^ - . v  _  j ;  > ( - * , » )  ^ K - w ) ^  d * i
b is  then given by 1
L  i _  R -  R .  ,  AT)
using R *= R„ ’ ^>(1 +
The magnitude o f b i s  then determined by substituting in  eqn. 11 the experi­
mental and th eoretica l values fo r  R and Rorespective ly .
The f i r s t  study o f th is  type was carried  out by Sherr and M iller  (51),
22who, by analysing the resu lts  o f  th e ir  measurements on Na , found that
b  ^ _.= -  0.02 -  0.04 . However, as these workers point out, the lack o f 
MrT
22knowledge o f  the exact character o f  the Na tra n sition  weakens the v a lid ity
o f th e ir  resu lt. Recent work by Zw eifel (44) has shown that, when certa in
correction  fa c to rs  are applied to  the th eore tica l value o f the K/^gfra tio  fo r
th is  decay, the small d ifferen ce  observed by Sherr and M iller between the
experimental and th eoretica l re su lts  becomes much smaller, and the amended
resu lt i s  b = 0.00 £ 0.04 .
Cr'T
Since the completion o f the work described in  th is  th esis , an estimate
o f  the lim its  on b lias been obtained by Hagedoorn and Konijn (61) from
* 48
th e ir  measurements on V . These workers found that b = -  0.02 -  0.02 ,Cr'T ’
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but the sign ifican ce  o f th is  resu lt i s  somewhat weakened by the assumption on 
which i t  i s  based.
Another method by which lim its  can be placed on the magnitudes o f the 
F ierz terms involves the consideration  o f  the B,x lin es  ( c f .  p. 12), with 
various values o f  b -^ a n d  b^ i .  e. -  -  ~ ------- ( i 2 )
b  =  bF) < v r ' > | n F|" +  x ( i  t
I f  i t  i s  assumed that the B,x lin e s  should pass through a common poin t, lim its  
can be ulaced on b„ _and b_  . This ha.s been done by Kofoed-Bansen and Wintherq-'l F
(27 ), in  th eir  survey o f the most recent experimental data, and, from consider­
ations o f the internal consistency o f th e ir  B,x diagram, these authors fin d  
that the best f i t  o f  the data i s  obtained i f  they assume b = 0 .29 -  0.21 •
Unfortunately, i t  i s  more d i f f i c u l t  to  measure b than b , sincef c,-r
very few pure Fermi tran sition s are available fo r  such a measurement, and 
th e ir  short h a lf - l iv e s  make accurate work on them very d i f f i c u l t .  However,
subsequent to the present work on C \  Gerhart (68) lias obtained an estimate
2JT*ln2 v , / i  \
o f bp by p lo ttin g  as a ^unc^ion  3 \ W /  r  severa^
14 26 34(0-*0, no) tran sitions (0 %A1 ,C1 )• The matrix elements can be computed
with quite high accuracy, and the slope o f th is  p lo t  g ives the F ierz term . 
Gerhart concludes that b_ = 0.00 -  0.24 •F
18 11Part o f the in terest in  the present measurements on F and C lay in  
the p o s s ib ility  o f  obtaining s u ffic ie n t ly  accurate values o f  the k//3+ ra tio s  
to enable an estimate to  be made o f  the magnitudes o f  b r and b , thetr '1 F
la tte r  being the more important in  view o f the large lim its  previously  set.
At the time when the present experiments were started the expression
u  o  v  c s  c i - H f  r + c t  c  i * V t  rfor t r a s  b  =  2  if - * - £ ! -----— ------------   A ' £ l L!  „
( C - O I m J ’ + C C + O I  M „ . r |“
and i t  i s  seen that a small value o f b im plied a small value fo r  C, and C C .
x 5 V T  A
The resu lts  o f  the electron -neutrino angular corre la tion  experiments (pp. 12 ,13), 
together with the data on the Fierz term, led  to  the conclusion that the beta - 
decay in tera ction  was mainly T and S, and that the lim its  on the contributions 
from V and A were CL/c = 0.00 -  0.15 , CL/C = 0.00 -  0.02 . However, thev '  S A ' T
presence o f the parity  non-conserving terms in  the expression fo r  b (eqn.4) now 
means that a small value fo r  b no longer n ecessarily  im plies sma l l  values fo r  
any o f  the coupling constants, and at the present time several d iffe re n t 
conclusions could be drawn. A b r ie f  d iscussion  on these conclusions, and on the 
th eoretica l and experimental re su lts  on which they are based, is  given in  chap. 8.
4. THE I/K-CAPTUR5 RATIO.
A. THEORETICAL.
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For allowed tran sition s  capture i s  p oss ib le  from the Lj. and L - sub-shells, 
and o f  these the sub-she 11 normally makes much the larger contribution . The 
decay constant fo r  th is  process i s  sim ilar to  that fo r  K-capture, being given
where Tfii = 1 and the d ifferen ce  between the L_ and L_. binding energies has
been neglected, -p i s  the 1 small'1 component o f  the Dirac ra d ia l wave function
UQ
fo r  the L -  electrons.II
Increasing in terest in  the i/K  ra tio  has been shown in  recent years, and 
many measurements have been reported. The e a r lie s t  ca lcu la tion s were carried  
out by Marshak (46 ), using r e la t iv is t ic  wave functions with Slater screening
fa c to rs . More recen tly  Rose and Jackson (69) have constructed a graph o f 
as a function  o f  Z, using Hartree se lf-co n s is te n t f i e ld  wave fu nctions fo r  low 
values o f Z, and r e la t iv is t ic  wave functions fo r  a Thomas-Fermi atom fo r  other 
values. This can he used to ca lcu late  I j/K  ra t io s  fo r  allowed tran sition s.
The most comprehensive th eoretica l work on th is  subject has been carried  
out, with the aid o f an e le ctron ic  computer, by Brysk and Rose (48 ), who have 
calcu lated  wave fu nction  ra tio s  using r e la t iv is t ic  wave functions, corrected  
fo r  screening, fo r  varia tion s in  the e lectron  wave functions over the nuclear 
volume, and fo r  the f in i t e  sise  o f  the nucleus. These resu lts  can be used to 
calcu late capture p ro b a b ilit ie s  from the K -shell and from the three L sub-shells.
Results are a lso  presented in  th is  paper fo r  forbidden electron-capture 
tran sitions. I t  turns out that, provided the energy available fo r  the tra n sition  
i s  w ell above the K -shell binding energy, the Lr/K  ra tio  i s  independent o f the 
order o f forbiddenness, and i s  ju st the allowed value. Near the K-capture 
threshold however, the ra tio  depends strongly on the neutrino momenta fo r  the 
tv/o sh ells , and on the re la tiv e  magnitudes o f  nuclear matrix elements, where 
there are more than one o f these. With the same r e s tr ic t io n s  on the energy as 
above i t  i s  a lso  shown that the L^/L- ra tio  i s  in sen sitive  to  the order o f 
forbiddenness. For the sub-shell i t  i s  found that, for|Al| = 0 ,1  tran sition s 
the contribution  i s  n e g lig ib le , while fo r  |Al|i 2 the contribution  can be 
comparable to  that o f  .
I t  i s  seen then that, fo r  f i r s t  forbidden (AI = 0 ,yes) tra n sition s  such 
74 126
as those in  As and I  , where several d iffe ren t matrix elements are involved, 
the th eore tica l i/K  ra t io  i s  a complicated fu nction  o f these matrix elements,
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o f  the components o f  the Dirac rad ia l wave fu nctions fo r  L and K electron s, and
o f the momenta o f the neutrinos emitted in  L and K capture. However, provided
that the tra n sition  energy i s  much greater than the K -shell binding energy,
the i /K  ra tio  associated  with each matrix element has the same value as the
126 74th eore tica l allowed i/K  ra tio  w ithin a few per cent ( fo r  I  ~ and As about 2 %) 
as a consequence o f the equality o f  the ra tio s  o f  the "la rg e ” and "small" 
components o f  the Dirac wave functions, and the actual magnitudes o f  the 
nuclear matrix elements have l i t t l e  e ffe c t  on the to ta l i/K  ra tio .
B. EXPERHJET-JTAL DATA.
A comprehensive review o f experimental work on i/K  ra t io s , up to 1955, 
has been given by Bobinson and Pink (70, c f . a lso  50,71-73). Two general methods 
have been used fo r  the measurement o f the i/K  ra t io . In the f i r s t  o f  these the 
rad ioactive  source i s  situated outside the sen sitive  volume o f the detector, 
which i s  in  general a s c in t i l la t io n  or proportional counter, and the re la tiv e  
in te n s it ie s  o f  K and L x-rays are measured. Large correction s have to  be 
applied  fo r  K and L-fluorescence y ie ld s , fo r  absorption and scattering o f the 
x -rays in  the source i t s e l f  and in  the path from source to  detector, and fo r  
the e f f ic ie n cy  o f the detector. Other external source methods have been used 
when the electron-capture tra n sition  is  fo llow ed  by a gamma-ray. In th is  case 
coincidence techniques o f various kinds can be used to determine the i/K  ra tio . 
However, because o f the large correction s required, th is  type o f work requires 
great accuracy i f  the experimental lim its  on the f in a l  resu lt are to  be kept 
reasonably low.
The m ajority o f the experiments which have been carried  out using the
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external source method are on tran sition s in  ■which there i s  no competing 
p ositron  emission, and fo r  which , in  consequence, the tra n sition  energy is  
uncertain. The measured value o f the l/K  ra t io  i s  inserted in  the th eore tica l 
expression fo r  the ra t io , and in  th is  way the tran sition  energy i s  deduced.
Work o f th is  type has been confined to fa ir ly  heavy n uclei, good examples being
109, 153 179 lfil
the studies o f  the Milan group on Gd 1 (7 4 ) ,Gd (75, c f . a lso76),Ta (7 7 ),W
(78),0s^ ( J (79),Au",“ J(80). Similar work has been done recen tly  on N p^ ’^ S l^ B k * ^
■j ac *"*09 1
(8 2 ) ,Pd (7 1 ) ,Tl" ^(83) and Au " (84). This technique has become a valuable
alternative to closed  cycle  ca lcu la tion s o f  tra n sition  energies in  many cases 
v/here the more accurate methods (e .g . nuclear reaction  threshold measurements 
(85) and inner bremsstrahlung spectra end-point determinations ( 8 6 ) ) .have not 
been applied.
A lter n atively , where the tran sition  energy i s  known the observed 
in te n s it ie s  o f  L and K x-rays, together v/ith the th eore tica l l/K  r a t io , can be 
used to estimate the value o f the L -fluorescence y ie ld , and several such 
experiments have been carried  out (70).
The other method vrtiich has been used fo r  the measurement o f  l /K  ra t io s  
involves the d istrib u tion  o f the rad ioactive  source throughout the sen sitive  
volume o f  the detector, which may be e ither a s c in t i l la t io n  counter or a 
proportional counter. By th is  means the correction s fo r  geometry, absorption 
and scattering become small provided that the ranges o f the L and K radiations 
in  the counter are small compared with the dimensions.
109 125
Der Mateosian (87) has measured the l/K  ra tio  in  Cd and I  by growing 
Nal crysta ls  to which had been added traces o f  the rad ioactive  sources. Bach 
o f these isotopes decays by electron-capture to a low -lying excited  state
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o f the product nucleus, which then decays by gamma-emission to the ground state.
The values o f  the i/K  ra t io s  obtained by Der Mateo sian, by measuring the areas
o f the peaks in  the pulse spectra, were used to determine the tra n sition
energies fo r  the two decays, assuming the v a lid ity  o f  the theory.
Very few measurements have been made o f  the i/K  ra t io  fo r  tra n sition s  in
which the decay energies are known, and, u n t il  recen tly , the only case where the
^ 37, xmeasured r a t io  was in  agreement w ith the th eore tica l value was that o f  A (88 ), 
which was the f i r s t  nucleus in  which L-capture was observed, and a lso  the
lig h te st nucleus fo r  vdiich th is  measurement lias been made. This experiment was
37 .performed by adding a trace o f  A to  the f i l l i n g  o f  a proportional counter, and
observing the peaks in  the pulse spectrum due to  the L and K x -ra d ia tion s  o f
ch lorine. The correction  fo r  the escape o f these low energy rad ia tions i s  small
and can be ca lcu lated  quite accurately. The resu lt obtained was that the i/K
r a t io  i s  0.085 -  0.005, 7;hich i s  c lose  to  the th eore tica l value o f  0.082 •
Using an external source coincidence method with s c in t i l la t io n  counters,
Welker and Perlman (63) have measured the i/K  ra tio  fo r  a f i r s t  forbidden
84(AI = 0 ,yes) tra n sition  in  Rb . Their resu lt o f  0.12 ± 0.05 i s  in  agreement
with the th eore tica l value o f  0 .10, but i s  strongly dependent on the value
assumed fo r  the K -fluore scenee y ie ld .
Much o f the recent work on e le c tro n -capture has been carried  out by the
71 79Paris group, who have measured the i/K  ra tio  in  G-e (89,72) and Kr "(5 0 ,9 0 ,9 1 ). 
These workers used small proportional counters with propane f i l l i n g ,  and 
introduced the sources in to the counters in  gaseous form. In these conditions 
the x -rays, which have energies o f 9 .2  keV and 11.7 keV resp ective ly , have
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h a lf-d istan ces large compared with the counter dimensions, and the p robab ility  
o f  K ^x-ray escape approaches 10Qfi. Accordingly, the observed L-peak is  largely  
due to L x -ra d ia tion s emitted follow ing K-capture events in  which a K ^ x-ray 
has escaped from the counter. The i/K  r a t io  i s  then obtained from the re la tiv e  
areas o f the L and K peaks, using the known value o f the K -fluorescence y ie ld . 
However, th is  method has the drawback that the f in a l  resu lt fo r  the i/K  ra tio  
depends very sen sit iv e ly  on the value assumed fo r  the fluorescence y ie ld ,
which is  a quantity on which experimental lim its  are s t i l l  quite high (92 ,93).
, 71 79 +The resu lts  obtained fo r  the I/K  ra tio s  in  G-e and Kr were 0.30 -  0.02 and
0.26 -  0.03 resp ectiv e ly , which are in  marked disagreement with the th eoretica l
values o f 0.106 and 0.101 . These resu lts  were la te r  reca lcu lated  to be 0.19
and 0.096 (70 ), using fluorescence y ie ld  values given by Broyles et a l. (93).
However, more recen tly  s t i l l ,  Iaberrigue-Prolow et a l. (94) have carried  out
measurements o f the K -fluorescence y ie ld  in  Tc and In, and, taking into account
recent determinations o f th is  quantity in  heavy elements, come to  the conclusion
■4* +that the i/K  ra t io s  have the values 0.25 -  0.02 and 0.22 -  0.03 respective ly .
71The i/K  ra t io  in  G-e has been remeasured recently  by Drever and Moljk (95)
using a gaseous source in  a m ulti-w ire counter ( c f .  chap. 2) (96). With an argon
f i l l in g  to  a pressure o f  s ix  atmospheres, the r a t io  o f  the areas o f  the L and
K peaks in  the pulse spectrum from th is  counter i s  c lose  to  the true i/K  ra.tio,
the correction s to  be applied being very small. The observed value o f the i/K
. .005
ra tio  was 0 .128 -  • 003 and, in  view o f the sim p lic ity  and accuracy o f  th is  
work, i t  seems lik e ly  that the th eore tica l value o f  0.106 i s  in  error.
Recently Odiot and Daudel (97,98) have carried  out ca lcu la tion s o f
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correction  fa c to rs  to  be applied to the th e o re tica l l /K  ra t io  to  take account o f
the corre la tion s  between the p os ition s  o f  the o rb ita l e lectron s, and th is  might
71bring the th e o re tica l value fo r  Ge into b e tte r  agreement with experiment.
However, at present the ca lcu la tion s have been done oniy fo r  Hie, Be and A# For
57 37A the th e o re tica l ra tio  i s  increased from 0.082 to  0.10. The A experiment
has been repeated by Langevin and Radvanyi (9 9 ), fo llow in g  reports (100-103)
37 37
that the observed charge d istr ib u tion  on Cl r e c o i l  ions from A did  not appear
to  be consistent with the reported l/K  ra t io  (88). This repeat experiment
resulted  in  an l/K  ra tio  o f 0.092 -]q05 9 which i s  in  agreement w ith the e a r lie r
resu lt, but which does not d e fin ite ly  confirm the v a lid ity  o f  the corrected
th eore tica l value.
At present comparatively good agreement between theory and experiment i s  
37 71 84found only fo r  A ,Ge and Rb , the resu lt in  the la tte r  case being s lig h tly  
suspect because o f  the strong dependence on the fluorescence y ie ld , and more 
work i s  required fo r  tran sition s in  which the decay energy i s  known* In 
p a rticu la r , i t  would be o f considerable importance to  make accurate measure­
ments fo r  heavier elements, since considerable re lian ce  i s  placed on the
validity of the theory in this region to deduce transition energies and Ip-
126fluorescence y ie ld s . The present work on I  was carried  out w ith th is  in  mind.
74 aThe experiment on As was undertaken in  order to  measure the I/K  ra tio
and in cid en ta lly  to  show that, by a simple m od ifica tion  o f  th eir  technique, the
French workers (50,72) could have obtained re su lts  which would not have been
so strongly dependent on the values o f K -fluorescence y ie ld s .
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CHAPTER 1V0.
APPARATUS.
1. TEE WALL 2FEEGT IN PROPURTIOItAL COUNTERS.
The introduction  o f  the interned, gaseous source technique has led  
to  the extensive use o f  proportional counters in  very low energy beta 
and gamma-ray spectroscopy (104,105). In particu lar , fo r  accurate work 
involving low energy Auger electrons and x -rays, th is  i s  the most 
su itable technique since i t  elim inates the need fo r  the large correction s 
fo r  scattering and absorption which make accurate work with s o lid  
sources extremely d i f f i c u l t  at energies le s s  than about 10 keV. In 
addition , by v irtu e  o f i t s  essen tia lly  4Tfgeometry, the proportional 
counter with gaseous source lias a high counting e ff ic ie n cy  which leads 
to  the in tegration  o f  simultaneous radiations. This i s  o f  primary 
importance in  the study o f  o rb ita l capture, where x -ra d ia tion s which 
could accompany beta emission or internal conversion o f gamma-rays 
would be d i f f i c u l t  to  resolve from the x -ra d ia tion s  associated  with 
o r b ita l capture. With the gaseous source technique th is  problem does 
not arise  since, in  any such m ultiple event, the ion isa tion  due to the 
x -ra d ia tion  would be added to that due to  the b e ta -p a rtic le  or conversion 
e lectron , and the resultant pulse would be larger than that due to  the 
x -ra d ia tion s alone.
Although the proportional counter, with gaseous source, has 
proved to  he the most powerful spectrometer fo r  in vestiga tion s at very 
low energies, the method is  not wdthout lim itation s. In the case where 
the source i s  a heta emitter the true pulse spectrum w il l  only he 
obtained when each b e ta -p a rtic le  spends the whole o f  i t s  energy in  the 
sen sitive  volume o f the counter. In general, however, th is  w i l l  be true 
only at quite low energies. At higher energies a proportion  o f  the 
p a r t ic le s  w i l l  escape from the counter gas 'without d issipatin g  th e ir  
t o ta l  energy, and w i l l  give r is e  to  pulses corresponding to  e lectron s 
o f lower energy. Consequently the observed pulse spectrum w il l  not be 
an accurate representation  o f  the true beta-spectrum unless the 
dimensions o f the counter are large compared w ith the range o f  the 
highest energy e lectron s emitted, or recourse i s  had to social magnetic 
f i e ld s  (106). Since the continuous b e ta -p a rtic le  pulse spectrum r is e s  
steeply at low energies due to th is  "w all e f f e c t ” , the resu ltin g  
d is to r t io n  i s  p a rticu la r ly  serious when other low energy phenomena, 
such as o rb ita l capture rad iations, are being studied at the same time. 
I f  the la t te r  are o f low in ten sity  re la tiv e  to  the beta emission i t  i s  
quite l ik e ly  that they w i l l  escape detection  because o f th is  e f fe c t .
C learly, reductions in  w all e f fe c t  could be obtained by using a 
s u ff ic ie n t ly  large counter and high pressure, but lim ita tion s  are set 
by the high voltage necessary to give a s u ff ic ie n t ly  high e le c t r ic a l  
f i e ld  strength near the counter w all, and by im purities in  the f i l l i n g
r'NAI N A N T I  -  C O I N C I D E N C E
INS ULATING - H E T A L
S U P P O R T  S U P P O R T
Pig. 1. General arrangement of* the m ulti-w ire counter.
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gas.
Recently Drever ct a l. (96 ), in  th is  laboratory, have constructed 
counters in  which the above-mentioned w all e f fe c t  is  almost completely 
eliminated. The main counter i s  surrounded by a second proportional 
counter system in  an ti-coincidence; a l l  the counters being enclosed 
in one metal case. The counting volume o f the main counter i3  defined by 
a ring o f w ires joined  to the case, and further wires d ivide the layer 
o f gas surrounding the central counter in to  separate proxDortional 
counters o f  approximately square cross -section . B eta -p artic les  
escaping from the central counter are detected in  the an ti-coincidence 
ring counters, the pulses from which are used to  gate the pulses from 
the central counter. The author has constructed a counter o f  th is  type 
and i t s  design and operation are described below.
Another type o f  counter has a lso been constructed here, by the 
author and Dr. G.II. Lewis, which employs s c in t i l la t io n  techniques to 
reduce w all e f fe c t s . In th is  counter the gas envelope con sists  o f  
s c in t illa t in g  m aterial o p t ica lly  coupled to  a photom ultiplier. P a rtic les  
which leave the counter gas lose  the remainder o f  their energy in  the 
p la s t ic  s c in t i l la t o r  and the resu lting  photom ultiplier pulses are used 
to elim inate, by means o f an anti-coincidence gate, the corresponding 
proportional counter pulses.
K X - r ay  of Cu K& X - r a y  of Ga
Fig. 2. Part of the proportional counter pulse spectrum of As76. The lower curve is the peak 
due to the 9.2 keV X-rays from an external Ge71 source. Inset is a cross-section of the pro­
portional counter used.
Pig. 2,
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2. ThE IXTLTI- ./IRE COthTTSR.
(a) Construction.
The general construction  o f the counter i s  i llu s tra te d  in  f ig .  I 
and a cross -se ction  i s  shown in  f ig .  2  ( in s e t ) .  The to ta l  diameter is  
3 in . , and the sensitive length i s  21 in . The cathode o f  the central 
counter con sists  o f  24 tungsten wires o f  diameter 0 .1  mm. arranged in  
a c ir c le  o f  diameter i n . , and connected electricaJ-ly  to  the case.
The volume between th is  c ir c le  o f  w ires and the case i s  d ivided up in to  
twelve separate proportional counters by a further 12 tungsten wires o f  
diameter 0 .1  nra., which, together with the inner c ir c le  o f  w ires, form 
the cathodes o f  the anti-coincidence counters; the anodes o f  these 
counters, as w ell as o f  the central counter, being tungsten wires o f 
diameter 0.07 mm.
The cathode wires are supported at one end o f  the counter by a 
brass ring screwed to the counter w all, and at the other are kept taut 
by ind ividua l springs set in to  a Perspex ring. At th is  end the anode 
wires are sim ilarly  mounted, and at the other run through holes in  the 
metal ring , and then through individual Perspex plugs, which axe 
screwed into the end-plate o f  the counter. Each plug i s  provided with 
a separate neoprene * O’ -r in g , and the anode w ires run through 0.02 in. 
diameter holes in  these plugs. The w ires are then attached to screws 
set in to  the plugs and the holes sealed w ith wax.
The anodes o f the twelve ring counters are connected together
l&ilti-v/ire counter.
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ex tem ally  so that the anti-coincidence ring operates as a whole.
However, i t  might possib ly  be u sefu l to  have them operating separately, 
and with the above arrangement th is  i s  p oss ib le .
The anode wire o f  the central counter i s  at one end spring- 
connected to a Perspex insu lator f i t t e d  with an '(P -r in g , and at the 
other end brought out through a 0.02 in . hole in  a sim ilar insu lator 
and fix e d  to  a screw on the la tte r . Brass guard tubes, maintained at 
earth p o ten tia l, are set in to  the Perspex insu lators and prevent the 
generation o f  any spurious pulses due to e le c t r ic a l  breakdown o f  the 
insu lators.
71
The 9. 2 keV x-rays from an external Ge e lectron  capture source 
are used fo r  energy ca lib ra tion , and a Perspex window i s  provided fo r  
th is  purpose.
A photograph o f the m ulti-w ire counter, showing the Perspex 
insu lating plugs fo r  the ring anodes, i s  attached opposite.
Since the anti-coincidence counters overlap the central counter 
at both ends by a few inches the sen sitive  volume o f the la t te r  i s  
almost en tire ly  surrounded by the an ti-coincidence system, and very few 
ion isin g  p a r t ic le s  w i l l  be able to  escape from or enter in to  the central 
counter without being detected, in  the ring counters. Gamma-rays o f 
course can pass through the ring without being detected, but these are 
counted with very low e ff ic ie n cy . I t  i s  evident that with such an 
arrangement very low backgrounds should be expected, and, in  fa c t ,  the
K-g. 3. Block diagram o f the e le ctron ic  equipment used 
with the m ulti-wire and p la s t ic  counters.
large w a ll-le ss  counter constructed by Moljk et al# (107) fo r  gas
14 /counting of C has a background o f  about 2 counts/min# fo r  a
sen sitive  volume o f  5.6 l i t r e s ,  which i s  a considerable improvement on
conventional techniques.
(b) E lectron ics.
A block  diagram o f the e le ctron ic  equipment used in  the experiment
11 ^  on C i s  given in  f i g .  J , With the exception o f  the triggered
osc illo sco p e  th is  i s  the equipment normally used with the w a ll-le ss
counter.
In order to  enable the gains o f the central and ring counters to 
be adjusted independently, a separate E.H.T. power supply i s  connected 
to the anodes o f the ring counters.
The pulses from the central counter are fe d  into a high gain low 
noise lin ear am plifier and through a 20iisec. delay lin e  to a linear 
anti-coincidence gate ( f ig .  +  ). Pulses from the ring counters are 
sim ilarly  am plified and fed. to  an amplitude discrim inator with an output 
pulse o f  width sec. and height 15 v. This i s  fed  to  a double Schmitt 
c ir c u it  and lengthener, emerging as a pulse o f amplitude 80 v. and length 
200^4 sec. This f in a l  pulse is  fed  to one g rid  o f  a cathode-coupled 
double tr iod e , and the pulse from the centra l counter i s  applied to the 
other grid . The arriva l o f a gate pulse at the le ft-han d  grid  has the 
e ffe c t  o f  driving the right-hand valve to c u t -o f f ,  and suspending i t s  
normal action  as a cathode fo llow er. This an ti-coincidence c ir cu it  i s
Fig. 4. A nti-coincidence gate c ir cu it .
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a m od ification , by the author, o f  one designed by Brever et a l. and 
i s  so devised that the gate c lo se s  at the beginning o f  a pulse frcan the 
ring counters, and remains c losed  fo r  the length o f  the pulse and fo r  a 
fu rther 200 ju sec.
Pulses which pas3 through the gate are fe d  to  sca lers , o s c i l l o ­
scopes, and, when necessary, to  a Hutchinson-Scarrott 100-channel 
kick sorter.
(c ) Operation.
-
Before using the m ulti-w ire counter in  the experiments on As " and 
C  ^ the e ffe ct iv en ess  o f  the an ti-co in cidence  system end the energy 
reso lu tion  o f  the counter were tested .
The counter was f i l l e d  with an argon-methane mixture ( about
5-10 c/v methane) to  a pressure o f  two atmospheres, and the natural
background in  the laboratory without sh ielding was found to  be 610
count s/min. With the an ti-co in ciden ce  system switched in  the background
\
f e l l  to  21 covmts/min. With the counter shielded by about 2 in. o f  lead 
these figu res  were 290 c/min. and 10c/min. resp ectiv e ly . In these runs 
a l l  counts corresponding to  energies greater than 1 keV were accepted 
from the centra l counter, and the an ti-co in ciden ce  system was set to  
tr ig g er  on a l l  pu lses above 1 keV.
Although the energy reso lu tion , as defined by the width o f  the
719. 2 keV x-ray peak from an external G-e source, was sa tis fa c to ry , th is  
did not n ecessa rily  imply that the reso lu tion  obtained w ith a gaseous 
source would a lso  be good, since the x -rays were r e s tr ic te d  to  a very
>-
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K-g. 5. A ' L-pealc obtained with the m ulti-w ire counter.
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anall part o f  the sen sitive  volume under the counter window. Accordingly 
37
a trace o f  A was added to  the counter f i l l i n g  and the energy
reso lu tion  o f  the 2.8 keV K-peak and 240 eV L-peak was noted and found
to  he sa tis fa c to ry . The la t te r  peak i s  shown in  f i g .  5 • A ty p ica l peak
71due to  the 9 .2  keV x -ra ys  from an external G-e' source i s  shown in  f i g .  2  .
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I t  was foreseen  that in  the experiments on As and C i t  would
he necessary to  know the r a t io  o f  the sen sit iv e  volume o f  the centra l
counter to  that o f  the combined cen tra l and ring  counters, s ince , due
to  the presence o f  the gaseous source in  the an ti-co in cid en ce  r in g ,
some o f  the pu lses from the cen tra l counter are due to  p a r t ic le s  which
orig in ate  in  the rin g  and cross  over in to  the cen tra l counter. By adding
e le c t r ic a l ly  the pu lses from the cen tra l and rin g  counters the to ta l
number o f  d is in tegra tion s  in  the counter i s  obtained, irre sp e ctiv e  o f
the range o f  the p a r t ic le s . The number o f  d is in tegra tion s  in  the cen tra l
counter i s  then obtained by m ultiplying the t o t a l  number by the ra t io
o f  the sen sitive  volume o f  the cen tra l counter to  the to ta l  sen sitive
volume. Frdm the dimensions o f  the counter th is  r a t io  i s  0 .32 , and th is
. 37has been confirmed by a separate experiment w ith an A source, which
resu lted  in  a value o f  0.30 . Since the e le ctron  capture rad ia tion s 
37from A  ^ have ranges very small compared w ith  the counter dimensions,
the counting ra tes  from the two counter systems are quite accurately
in  the r a t io  o f  th e ir  sen s it iv e  volumes. Since the K -fluorescence y ie ld
37o f  ch lorine i s  about 0 .07 , th is  fr a c t io n  o f  the d is in tegra tion s
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P^ Lg. 6. Construction o f p la s t ic  counter. C, cathode o f 
aluminium f o i l ;  P, p la s t ic  s c in t i l la to r ; M, 
Photom ultiplier; S, th in  black  polythene 
screen; H, r e fle c to r ; I ,  gas input.
gives r is e  to the emission o f  K x-rays o f  chlorine and a small 
correction  has to  he made to  take account o f  those x -rays which pass 
from the ring counter in to  the central counter and v ice  versa. This 
correction  was calcu lated  to  he 3 % •
3. TiiE PIASTIC COTOTTSa.
(a) Construction.
The counter was constructed from a cylinder o f  p la s t ic  s c in t illa to r  
6p in. long and 2 in . in  diameter. A 1 in . hole was bored in  the 
cylinder to w ithin y  in. o f  one end to make a tube o f w all thickness 
y in. , c losed  at one end, and a p la s t ic  s c in t i l la t o r  d isc  o f  diameter 
2 in . and thickness 4r in. was used to  construct a cap fo r  the open end 
(c f .  f i g .  i? ) .  Six tapped holes were made in  the top o f the counter, and 
brass screws passing through holes in  the end cap pressed i t  down on to 
an ’ (P -r in g , thus sealing the counter.
Although a coating o f  evaporated metal would probably give better  
re su lts , in  th is  case the cathode o f the counter was o f  aluminium f o i l
0.0002 in . th ick , and e le c t r ic a l  contact with the high voltage supply 
was made by means o f a w ire, soldered to  the f o i l ,  and passing through a 
hole in  the end cap. The anode w ire, which passed through 0.02 in. holes 
in  the p la s t ic  at each end, was fix e d  to  a spring at one end o f the 
counter, and at the other end to  a screw on the outside o f  the end cap. 
A ll the holes were sealed with A raldite.
Because o f  the small size o f  th is  prototype counter no guard rings
were p ro v id e '. In order to permit the entry o f the 9.2 keV ::-rays from
71the G-e' ' ca lib ra tion  source a ^  in . hole was bored, to  w ithin an  ^ in . 
o f the inside w all, at about the m id-point o f  the counter length. 
However, the w all m aterial being o f very low average atomic number, with 
a reasonably7- strong source the counter could be ca libra ted  at a y  point 
along i t s  length.
Aluminium f o i l  ( 0.002 in .)  was wrapped round the counter to  act as 
a r e f le c to r  o f  the lig h t generated in  the p la s t ic , and a tube o f black 
polythene was f i t t e d  over the autsid.e o f  th is . Hie to  the presence o f 
the high voltage connection, i t  was not p ossib le  to  have an aluminium 
r e f le c to r  at the capped end o f the counter, and, in  an attempt to 
improve lig h t c o lle c t io n , a d isc o f  white Teflon was used here writh an 
outer covering o f  black polythene. Wrappings o f  black tape elsewhere 
made the whole lig h t -t ig h t .
("b) Operation.
The counter was mounted in  o p tica l contact with a photom ultiplier 
(Dumont 6292), and some preliminary te s ts  were made on the operation.
The same e le ctro n ics  as was used with the m ulti-w ire counter was used 
with th is  counter, with the exception that a fa s te r  am plifier was used 
fo r  the photom ultiplier pulses than was used fo r  the pulses from the 
ring proportional counters. Both the proportional counter and the 
s c in t i l la t io n  counter functioned s a t is fa c to r i ly , and, by observing the
"17
Fig. 7. A L-peak obtained vdth the p la c t ic  counter.
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Compton spectrum caused by gamma-rays o f known energy, i t  was found that 
e lectron s d issipating an energy greater than 25 keV in  the p la s t ic
would give pulses which could he resolved  from the photom ultiplier
-7 57thermal noise pulses. Fig# /  shews the 24-0 eV L-peak from an A source
introduced into the counter#
I t  was immediately observed, when switching in  the anti-coincidence
system, that at very high values o f pronoortional counter gain no pulses
at a l l  passed through the gate# This was due to lig h t emitted by
excited  atoms in  the proportional counter discharge reaching the
photom ultiplier and triggering the anti-coincidence system# Some work
on these lig h t  pulses has been carried  out by Charpak and Renard (108,
c f . a lso 109), who found that the lig h t i s  emitted by excited  states o f
-7L f- l i fe  about 2 X 10 s e c ., and that the in tensity  is  proportional to 
the energy dissipated  in  the counter when working in  the proportional 
region# These workers claim that energy re leases as low as 1 keV could 
be detected by th is  method. In most measurements with the p la s t ic  counter 
i t  would be necessary to  prevent these lig h t pulses from triggering the 
anti-coincidence system, and th is  can be done either by making the 
inside ends o f the proportional counter opaque, or by decreasing the 
counter gain and at the same time using higher am plifier gain.
As a test o f  the e ffectiven ess  o f the counter as an a n ti-co in cid ­
ence device some runs were made to study the natural background. In 
th is  work thin sheets o f  b lsck  polythene were inserted  at the inside ends
to prevent the e f fe c t  mentioned above. With the counter f i l l e d  with 
the usual argon-methane mixture to  a pressure o f  1 atmosphere the 
counting rate in  the proportional counter was about 120 count s/min. 
without anti-coincidence, and 10 c/min. with i t .  The counter was then 
surrounded by about 3 iru o f  lead and the measurements repeated; the 
corresponding counting rates were 32 c/min. and 1 c/min. I t  i s  seen that 
the anti-coincidence system is  quite e f f ic ie n t .
A fter th is  small prototype counter had been shown to operate
s a t is fa c to r ily , Moljk and Etrever constructed a sim ilar counter with a
considerably larger volume, and using one 5 in. photom ultiplier tube
at each end. This counter was used, inside d iffe re n t types o f  sh ielding,
to study the character o f  the residu al background in  low a c t iv ity
14equipment, with particu lar emphasis on app lication s to C dating, and 
resu lts  o f  prelim inary work were presented at the U.N.E. S. C.O.
Conference on R adio-Isotopes in  S c ie n t if ic  Research (Paris 1957). An 
even larger model i s  now under construction  by these workers.
A much larger version  o f the p la s t ic  counter was also constructed 
by the author and Dr. G-.U. Lewis fo r  further work on low in ten sity  
electron  capture tran sitions. This counter was formed from a cylinder 
o f  p la s t ic  s c in t i l la to r  12 iru long by 4 in. diameter, and lig h t  was 
co lle cte d  at each end by a 5 in. photom ultiplier. Unfortunately, large 
cracks appeared in  the p la s t ic  af’ter  the machining, and these increased 
gradually with time, causing a d ra stic  decrease in  op tica l e ff ic ie n cy . 
Accordingly no u se fu l work lias been done with th is  counter.
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CHAPTER THREE.
, + 18 ____
THE RATIO IN F AND THE FTEStZ THEM IN THE GAI.DW-TSIIER
INTERACTION.
1* Introduction.
18 .The p ositron  spectrum o f F  has been studied m  magnetic
"beta-spectrometers by Blaser et a l. (110) and by Ruby and
Richardson ( i l l ) .  These workers are in  good agreement on a l l
features o f  the decay, which they fin d  to  be simple, with an
allowed spectrum shape and an end-point energy o f  655 -  15 keV and
649 i  9 keV respective ly . This i s  in  qu a lita tive  agreement with
e a r lie r  *work o f  Snell (112) and o f Yasaki and Watanabe (113), who
found a simple spectrum ( ^ 600-700 keY),using absorption and cloud-
chamber techniques, and contradicts the resu lts  o f  Zah-Wei Ho (114),
who obtained an additional high energy positron  component and
detected several gamma-rays.
Knox (115) found no evidence fo r  garana-rays with energy
greater than 100 keV with in ten sity  greater than 10 % o f  the beta
d isin tegration s, and Ruby and Richardson agree with th is  resu lt.
The h a l f - l i f e  i s  112 mins. (110) and the tra n sition  i s  super-
18allowed with log  f t  = 3.6  . F i s  an odd-odd N=Z nucleus with a spin 
o f  1 (116), assigned on the b a s is  o f  is o to p ic  spin se le ct ion  ru les
which ind icate that the tran sition  to  0 , with zero spin and
is o to p ic  spin one, involves a G-amow-Teller in tera ction  only*
18Although e lectron  capture i s  expected in  F i t  had not "been 
detected before  the present work, mainly because the absence o f  
gamma emission prevents the app lication  o f the usual in d irect methods 
o f  measurement ( c f .  p*17). K-capture can only be detected by 
observing the K -radiations o f  oxygen subsequently emitted. These 
have an energy o f  550 eV and, on account o f  the low fluorescence 
y ie ld , 99.5 % o f  the K-capture events lead to  the emission o f  Auger 
e lectron s instead o f  K x-rays. The su ita b ility  o f  the proportional 
tube spectrometer fo r  the measurement o f  e lectron s in  th is  low 
energy region  has been discussed in  chapter 2.
2. PREPARATION OF THE RADIOACTIVE SOURCE.
In the choice o f  a gas to  be used as a rad ioactive source in
a proportional counter the primary consideration  i s  that the gas
should not have a high attachment c o e ff ic ie n t ,  which would impair
the operation o f  the counter. Fluorine i t s e l f  i s  not su itable fo r
th is  reason and, in  any case, would immediately react chemically
with the counter w all. I t  was found in  preliLminsry work that boron
tr i f lu o r id e  BF« , and methyl flu or id e  CH-F, could be used in  small o o
qu antities.
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With methyl flu o r id e , to  a p a r t ia l pressure o f  2 mm. Eg., as 
the gaseous source in  the counter, in i t ia l  counting rates o f  about 
the same magnitude as the natural background were obtained, and, 
while th is  was su ffic ie n t  to  ind ica te  the presence o f  the K-capture 
peak, the counting s ta t is t ic s  were poor and i t  was evident that an 
accurate resu lt would n ecessita te  more intense sources. Bowever, i t  
was not desirable to  increase the p a r t ia l  pressure o f  CEkF in  the 
counter because o f  the adverse e f fe c t  on the energy resolu tion . An 
attempt to  prepare higher s p e c if ic  a c t iv ity  CEJ? sources using a 
Szilard-Chalmers technique was unsuccessful.
Eoron t r if lu o r id e  gas has been used extensively in  
proportional counters fo r  the d etection  o f  thermal neutrons, and, 
with three flu orin e  atoms in  the m olecule, was expected to give 
higher counting rates fo r  the same p a r tia l pressure in  the counter. 
A considerable improvement was in  fa c t  made by using BIV , and th is  
gas was employed in  most o f  the mea.surements. The BF  ^ was made by 
heating radioactive calcium flu o r id e  with b o r ic  oxide and sulphuric 
acid , and was freed  from condensable im purities by cooling  with 
so lid  carbon dioxide. In the preparation o f  BF,- i t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  to 
avoid making a anall amount o f  s i l ic o n  te tra flu orid e , which has a 
high attachment c o e ff ic ie n t  and i s  therefore detrimental to  the 
operation o f the counter. Hoy/ever, extensive p u r ifica tio n  i s
required to  remove the SiF^ and th is  was precluded by the short 
18h a l f - l i f e  o f  F . The presence o f  th is  gas set a lim it to  the 
p a r tia l pressure (~  4 mm. Hg) o f  the source which could be used in  
the counter.
A few grams o f  calcium flu o r id e  were packed into  a polythene
tube and fix e d  in  a p os it ion  c lose  up against the vacuum chamber o f
18the G-lasgow 350 MeV e lectron  synchrotron. F was made by the
reaction  which has a cross -se ction  o f  0.11 MeV-barns
. / s 9integrated up to 70 MeV (117). With a maximum output o f  2*10
equivalent quanta per rain., the in ten sity  o f  the most e ffe c t iv e
part o f  the bremsstrahlung spectrum in  the neighbourhood o f  the (jf, n)
"giant resonance" i s  seen to be ju st su ffic ie n t  to  give a source o f
the required s p e c if ic  a c t iv ity . The CaFn was irrad iated  fo r  periods
o f  about four hours.
In the preliminary experiments with BF* a small peak was
observed in  the pulse spectrum at an energy o f  about 2 .8  keV. I t
was found that th is  peak did not decay appreciably over a period  o f
a day, and th is  fa c t ,  together with the measured energy, indicated
37that the impurity was A • This isotope decays by o rb ita l e lectron
capture with a h a l f - l i f e  o f  35 days, emitting the 2. 8 keV K.
37x -rad ia tion s o f  ch lorine. I t  was assumed that the A was produced,
40 37in  the reaction  Ca (n,c*)A^ , by the fa ir ly  strong f lu x  o f  neutrons 
at the p os ition , c lose  to  the vacuum chamber, in  which the target
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K-capture peak of 18F measured in a proportional counter with a gaseou
source.
Fig. 8.
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material was irradiated . This rad ioactive  impurity was removed "by 
freezing  the BF  ^ with liq u id  a ir  and pumping.
5. MEASUREMENTS.
The measurements were carried  out using a Brass proportional 
counter with a diameter o f  10 cm. and a sen sitive  length o f 58 cm., 
defined By fie ld -co r re c t in g  tubes. Radioactive BF  ^ to  a pressure o f  
about 2 mm. Hg was admitted to  the counter, and the to ta l  pressure 
increased to  three atmospheres By adding an argon-methane mixture 
(~ 1 0  cm.Hg CH^). In general i t  i s  advantageous to  have as high a 
gas pressure in  the counter as p oss ib le , since th is  reduces the r is e  
in  the pulse spectrum at low energies caused By escaping positrons 
( c f .  chap. 2 ), But in  th is  case the advantages did  not outweigh the 
p ra ctica l d i f f i c u l t ie s  o f  working at pressures in  excess o f  three 
atmospheres.
The pulses from the counter were fed  to a high gain linear
am plifier and the pulse spectrum was analysed w ith a fiitchinson-
Scarrott 100-channel pulse-height analyser. The 9.2 keV x-rays from 
71an external G-e source were used fo r  energy ca lib ra tion , and the 
gain o f the counter was adjusted so that the low energy end o f  the 
pulse spectrum v/as analysed. Fig. 8  shows that part o f  the pulse 
spectrum in  the energy region  Between 100 eV and 1.6 keV. The peak
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at about 500 eV i s  attributed  to the K x -ra d ia tion s o f  oxygen,
emitted in  the K-capture decay o f F18. I t  i s  worth pointing out that
th is  peak can only be caused by K-capture, since the integrating
property o f  a counter with 4TT'geometry prevents the detection  o f
only the x -rays in  a m ultiple event such as the emission o f  x -rays
fo llow in g  positron  decay.
At the high counter gain used in  th is  experiment i t  i s
p ossib le  fo r  the space charge, created by very large pulses, to
reduce the e le c t r ic  f i e ld  at the wire and thus cause varia tion s o f
gain and poor energy resolu tion . The energy o f  the observed peak
v/as determined more accurately by using the x -ra d ia tion s from an 
37A^  source which was admitted to  the counter.
The to ta l  counting rate and the counting rate in  the peak
were found to  decay together v/ith a h a l f - l i f e  c lose  to the
18published value fo r  F . A fter several h a lf - l iv e s  a lon g -liv ed
a c t iv ity  was observed, but i t s  in ten sity  was lov/ (< .1  %) and was
allowed fo r  when subtracting natural background.
In e lectron  capture measurements o f  th is  type some uncertainty 
arises  in  the determination o f  the number o f  counts in  the peak, 
because o f i t s  superposition on the continuous p ositron  pulse 
d istribu tion , which r is e s  at low energy. This uncertainty increases 
■with the width o f the peak, which i s  determined largely  by the
s ta t is t ic a l  flu ctu a tion s in  the number o f  ion  p a irs  formed in i t ia l ly .  
In the present case th is  number i s  about 540/50= 18, and the width 
i s  accordingly rather large. Electron attachment and the e f fe c t s  o f  
the high counting rate o f  large positron  pulses make the peak even 
wider. To reduce such errors to a minimum the area o f  the peak was
obtained by a comparison with a source which did  not emit positrons.
37 18To do th is  a trace o f  A was admitted to the counter a fter  the F
source had decayed, and the shapes o f  the 2.8  keV K-x>eak and 240 eV
L-peak were studied. The shape o f  the peak was compared with
these, and the base o f  the peak, and consequently the area, were
thus determined.
Errors due to  the escape o f K x-rays from the sen sitive
volume o f  the counter are completely n eg lig ib le  due to the almost
complete dbsorxotion in  the argon f i l l i n g ,  and to the very small
fluorescence y ie ld  (~  0 .5$ ). Accordingly the number o f  K-capture
tran sition s in  the sensitive volume i s  given by the number o f
counts in  the observed peak.
The number o f positron  tran sition s  was obtained from the 
to ta l  number o f pulses recorded, a fte r  correctin g  fo r  natural 
background and the low in tensity  rad ioactive impurity revealed by 
the decay curve. I t  has been the custom in  th is  laboratory to 
operate proportional counters inside a large electro-magnet which
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shields the counters quite e f fe c t iv e ly  from natural background.
The background o f  the counter used in  these experiments when inside 
the magnet was 700 count s/min. In most o f  the la te r  runs the source 
strength was greater than f iv e  times th is  at the beginning o f the 
run, and counting was stopped when the source in tensity  became about
equal to the background*
■ The number o f  positrons recorded requires to  be corrected  fo r  
those TDositrons which enter the sen sitive volume from the 
in sen sitive  regions at the ends o f the counter. This correction  v/as 
made by drawing a scale diagram o f one end o f  the counter, dividing 
th is  up into volume elements and detem ining graphica lly  the average 
so lid  angle subtended at each volume element by the sensitive 
volume o f  the counter. Since the average range o f  the positron s i s  
considerably greater than the distance between the boundary o f the 
sen sitive volume and the end o f  the counter, these e ffe c t iv e  so lid  
angles can be integrated to give an approximation to  the required 
correction . A more accurate resu lt can then be obtained by correcting  
th is  resu lt fo r  the absorption o f  the positron s, on the b a s is  o f the 
known spectrum and the approximate range-energy rela tionsh ip . The 
resu lt o f  th is  ca lcu la tion  was that 4. dfo o f the recorded positrons 
were due to  th is  e f fe c t .
Boron t r if lu o r id e  i s  a reactive  gas and during some o f  the
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la te r  runs measurements were made to  determine how much, i f  any, o f  
the source had "been adsorbed on the counter w all. Cn completion o f 
a run o f  about one hour duration the counter was pumped out, 
r e f i l le d ,  and the counting rate measured. By comparing th is  w ith the 
counting rate observed d ire ct ly  before  pumping out i t  was found that 
23 fo o f the a c t iv ity  had been deposited on the brass w all o f  the 
counter. The measurements on the decay o f the p ositron  and K-capture 
in te n s it ie s  ind icated  that no lo ss  o f  source occurred during the 
experiments, and i t  was therefore assumed that the adsorption took 
place w ithin a few minutes o f  f i l l in g .  The number o f  positron s was 
corrected  to  take account o f  th is  e f fe c t .  No correction  to the 
observed number o f K-capture events i s  necessary since i t  has been 
shown that such an adsorbed source would not contribute to the 
K-capture peak (118).
4. THE G&m-BAZ SPECTRUM.
As noted in  section  1 , Knox has placed an upper lim it o f  
10 % on the re la tiv e  in tensity  o f  gamma-rays w ith energy greater 
than 100 keV, but th is  does not exclude the p o s s ib i l i ty  that some
o f the observed K-capture tran sition s could go to  an excited  state
18
o f 0 • Accordingly a more sen sitive  experiment to  search fo r
gamma-rays was carried  out using a Nal s c in t i l la t io n  spectrometer.
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I t  was found, a fter  the f i r s t  run, that considerable d i f f ic u lt y
would be experienced in  detecting a low in tensity  p h o to -e le c tr ic
peak above the continuous Compton d istrib u tion  due to  the
annihilation  radiation . Accordingly a comparison method was adopted,
the F18 gamma spectrum being compared with that o f  C ^ , another
simple positron  source.
The Nal crysta l, which had a diameter o f  4 .2 an. and a height
o f  2. 5 cm., was temporarily encased in  a th in  Perspex container,
with an extension fo r  mounting the radioactive sources on the end
o f the crysta l. The Perspex between the source and the cry sta l
was th ick  enough to absorb the highest energy positrons emitted.
A thin  layer o f  irrad iated  calcium flu or id e  was placed on top o f
the crysta l and the f 18 gamma-ray spectrum between 30 keV and 700
keV was examined with the multi-channel analyser. Spectroscop ically
11pure graphite was used to  prepare a C source by the reaction  
12 11
C v0,n ;C  , and th is  experiment was repeated. Care was taken to 
ensure that the graphite layer was o f  the same thickness and in  the 
same p osition  re la tiv e  to the crysta l as the calcium flu or id e  in
order to  keep the counting geometry the same.
Carbon 11 i s  a simple p ositron  emitter with an end-point 
energy o f  970 keV and a h a l f - l i f e  o f  20 mins. No gamma emission has 
been detected. K-capture is  present in  0. 2$ o f the d isin tegrations
►Scintillation counter spectra of 18F and llC.
Pig. 9.
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but th is  has no ap-preciable e f fe c t  on the gamma-ray spectrum*
Pig. 9  shows the spectra obtained from both the F*^and
sources, normalised to the same to ta l  number o f counts. No deviation
i s  observed from the shape expected fo r  the annih ilation  spectrum,
and the c lose  correspondence o f  the two spectra in d ica tes that no
gamma-rays with energy greater than 30 keV and re la tiv e  in ten sity
greater than 0.5$ are emitted by e ith er  isotope.
During the measurements on the ra tio  'with the proportional
counter, an examination was made o f  the pulse spectrum in  the energy
region  below 50 keV* No peaks were found other than that due to
K-capture, and i t  may therefore be assumed that both  the positron
18
and K-capture tran sition s  in  P proceed d ire ct ly  to  the ground 
18state o f  0 •
5* RESULTS AMD C0NCIUSI0NS.
The observed ra tio  o f  K-capture to  positron  emission i s  
R = _^ = 0.030 -  0.002 , based on the resu lts  o f  a number o f
separate measurements. The estimated experimental lim its  are mainly
due to  the uncertainty in  estimating the number o f  pulses in  the 
K-peak.
Values o f  the r a t io  as a fu nction  o f  the energy fo r
several values o f Z have been ca lcu la ted  by Feeriberg and Trigg (21 ),
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and by Zw eifel (44). However, in  general a rather uncertain 
in terp ola tion  would be required, and in  the particu lar case o f  a 
low Z tra n sition  th is  procedure would be very inaccurate. Accordingly 
the ra tio  R was calcu lated  from the formulae presented in  chapter 1 . 
In these ca lcu la tion s a positron  end-point energy o f 649 keV was 
adopted, and in  the ca lcu la tion  o f A  the e f fe c t iv e  value o f  the 
atomic number Z* was obtained from the ru les  o f  Slater (42) as 8.7  • 
To obtain A^+the positron  spectrum was p lo tted  from eqn. 3, using 
the tab les o f  the Fermi function  given by Rose ( l ) ,  and the area 
under the curve was measured. The resu lt obtained was = 0.604, 
omitting the nuclear matrix element and the Fermi constant. Although 
screening e f fe c t s  are very small at low Z values allowance was 
made fo r  th is  e f fe c t  by reca lcu la tin g  A^+taking into  account the 
screening correction  fa c to rs  given by R eitz (119). These were 
obtained from R eitz*s values by extrapolation . The f in a l  resu lt 
was A  + = 0.607 .
( y
When the Fierz in terference term is  neglected, the value Rc
o f  the y/3+ ra tio  i s  found to be R = 0.0295 , which i s  very close
to the measured value.
As noted in  chapter 1 , by comparing the th eore tica l and
experimental values o f  the ra tio  i t  i s  possib le  to  set a
lim it to  the magnitude o f  the Fierz in terference term. I f  the
—D 8“
ra tio  ca lcu lated  fo r  a small f in i t e  value o f  b has the value R,fr-T »
then from eqn. 11
R  -  / ? „
W  R a ( i  ^ < w - ' »
The values previously ca lcu lated  fo r  the p rob a b ility  o f  positron
emission at various energies were m u ltip lied  by the re c ip roca ls  o f
the energies and the resu lts  p lo tted  as a function  o f  the energy.
By d ividing the area under th is  curve by the area under the positron
spectrum the value o f  <¥*’>  or was obtained as 0.69 •
Substituting the present th eore tica l and experimental values into
the above equation g ives b = 0.008 -  0.04 , in  good agreement
«rT
with previous resu lts  (c f .  chap. l ) .
I t  has been shown in  chap. 1 th a t,previous to  the discovery o f 
the non-conservation o f p arity , a small value fo r  b^ ^  was taken 
as Implying a sma.ll value fo r  e ither C or, le s s  l ik e ly , C .r* I
However, the introduction  o f  parity  non-con serving terms to  the
beta-decay in tera ction  leads to  the amended formula fo r  b sGr*
\
V r =
' ( c a *  « -  C C )
and the F iers condition  now im plies only that the rea l part o f
i s  small. More e x p lic it  re la tion sh ips between 
the T and A coupling constants can in  p r in cip le  be obtained by 
combining th is  resu lt with those o f  the numerous other experiments
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at present being carried  out fo r  the purpose o f  e lucidating the 
character o f  the beta-decay in teraction . In chap. 8 a d iscussion  is  
presented on the conclusions which can be drawn from the F ierz 
condition  in  the lig h t o f recent work.
CHAPTER FOUR.
THE Y jQ  *  HATIO IN C11 AIIS THE NISRZ TERM 33? THE NEBU INTERACTION.
1. II.TROIUCTION.
The positron  decay o f 0"*"“ has been investigated  by Townsend
(120) and by Siegbahn and Bohr (121). These workers found a simple
allowed spectrum with an end-point energy o f  981 -  5 keV and
993 £ 10 keV respective ly . More recently  Richards and 3nith (122)
have carried  out threshold measurements fo r  the reaction  B *^(p,n )C ^
which have indicated  a positron  end-point energy o f  958 -  3 keV.
Sine the d ifferen ce  between th is  value and the ones obtained by
d irect measurements l i e s  outside the combined probable errors, the
positron  spectrum was remeasured by Wong (123), using a magnetic
lens spectrometer. He found the Kurie p lo t  o f  the spectrum to be
lin ear from the end-point o f  968 i  8 keV down to  255 keV. Together
with the h a l f - l i f e  o f  20.7 mine. (124), th is  g ives a log f t  value o f
3 .62 fo r  the tran sition , and confirms the super-allowed nature o f
11 11the decay between the mirror nuclei C and B • Wong*s resu lt 
agrees with those o f  the nuclear reaction  measurements w ithin the 
combined probable errors.
11
Electron capture is  expected in  C but had not been observed 
before the present work fo r  the reasons mentioned in  chap. 3 .1  .
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The IC-fluorescence y ie ld  i s  expected to "be about 0 .1  % (9 2 ), and the
energy o f  the K -radiations o f  boron i s  180 eV.
The lowest energy e lectron  capture rad iations observed before
the present work were the L x -rad ia tion s o f  ch lorine, with an energy
57o f  240 eY, emitted in  the e lectron  capture decay o f  A • Since 
there i s  no positron  emission accompanying th is  decay, the L-peak 
can be read ily  observed in  a conventional proportional counter. In
11 rthe decay o f  C however, K-capture i s  expected in  only 0 .2  % o f  the 
d isin tegration s, and the capture peak w il l  be superimposed on a 
substantial continuous pulse d istrib u tion  due to the positron s.
The work on F^ ® had shown that th is  d istrib u tion  would obscure any 
low energy peak with an in ten sity  le s s  than about 0.5 % o f  the 
positron s, and i t  was clear that fo r  the experiment large
reductions would have to be made in  the w all e f fe c t .  The m ulti-w ire 
and p la s t ic  counters described in  chap. 2 were accordingly employed.
In the decay o f  C"^ both Fermi and G-amow-Teller terms are 
expected, but the Feim  matrix element predominates ( c f .  below ), and 
an accurate measurement o f  the ra tio  in  th is  isotope can lead
to  an estimate o f  the magnitude o f the F ierz in terference term in  
the Fermi in teraction .
Another matter o f in terest in  th is  decay i s  associated  w ith 
the comparatively large r e c o i l  energy o f the nucleus in  the
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K-capture process. This amounts, f o r  a fre e  B atom, to  190 eV, 
whereas the energy o f the K -radiations o f  "boron i s  180 eV. A sh ift  
in  energy o f  the electron  capture peak would "be observed i f  the 
r e c o i l  ion  were to  d issipate a considerable fra c t io n  o f  i t s  energy 
in  ion iza tion  o f the counter gas. The experiments v/hich have been 
carried  out at low energies in d ica te  that such ion isa tion  i s  small, 
and that the energy is  more rap id ly  expended in  c o l l is io n  processes 
(125). However, these experiments are extremely d i f f i c u l t  to  perform, 
and i t  seemed o f  in terest to  obtain an independent check on th is  
point.
2. APPARATUS.
The m ulti-w ire counter described in  chap. 2 was used in  most 
o f  the measurements, but a few runs were made with the p la s t ic  
counter to  te s t  i t s  e ffectiv en ess . In the present app lication  the 
black polythene d iscs  at the ends o f  the counter were removed in  
order to allow positrons escaping from the sen sitive  volume to enter 
the p la s t ic  s c in t i l la to r . In th is  way end e f fe c t s  were kept to  a 
minimum. I t  v/as necessary in  doing th is  to  ascertain  that the lig h t 
pulses picked up by the photom ultip lier from those proportional 
counter discharges corresponding to  the energy region  below 1 keV 
were not large enough to tr ig g er  the anti-co in cidence un it. The
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photom ultiplier voltage and am plifier gain v/ere adjusted accordingly.
In th is  experiment some additions we re made to the e le ctron ics  
described in  chap. 2 . The anti-coincidence gate c ir c u it  was so 
arranged that pulses from the centra l counter were fe d  to  a poten tia l 
d ivider which reduced them to one tenth o f  th eir  amplitudes and 
passed them to the input o f  the anti-coincidence pulse shaper. Since 
the b ia s  o f  the Schmitt c ir cu it  on th is  input was set at 5 v o lts , 
the resu lt was to elim inate a l l  pulses from the centra l counter w ith 
amplitudes greater than 50 vo3.ts. This measure led  to a considerable 
reduction in  the number o f pulses with which the analysing system 
had to  deal, and a lso  avoided the presence o f  very large pulses in  
the la te r  stages o f  the e le ctron ics . Such large pulses are 
accompanied by negative overshoots o f  the am plifier baselin e  which 
are o f  considerably greater duration than the p o s it iv e  part o f  the 
pulses, and a smaller pulse fo llow in g  c lo se ly  behind such a pulse i s  
l ia b le  to  be considerably d istorted . However, the anti-coincidence 
gate pulse i s  longer than these overshoots, and such spurious events 
are not transmitted to  the analysing system.
The analysis o f  the spectrum o f  the pulses which passed through 
the gate was carried  out simultaneously in  two completely d iffe ren t 
ways; by a Hutchinsonr-Scarrott m ulti-channel k ick sorter, and by 
photography. The pulses were displayed on a commercial o sc illo scop e
Section o f film  showing pulses from the m ulti-v/ire counter.
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whose timebase was triggered  by the pulses themselves, and were 
continuously photographed on 30 mm. film  using a camera driven at a 
constant speed by an e le c t r ic  motor. The input pulses to  the 
osc illo scop e  were delayed by ICyu sec. re la tiv e  to  the tr igger  pulses 
in  order to  enable the fron t edge o f  each pulse to  be c lea r ly  seen. 
With th is  method the whole o f  each pulse i s  seen on a separate sweep, 
and, since the shape and length o f the proportional counter pulse 
are w ell defined, spurious pulses due to  pick-up from other 
apparatus may be re jected . Furthermore, a number o f pulses arrive in  
coincidence with the edges o f  the anti-co in cidence  gate pulse, and 
are in  consequence considerably d istorted . These events are a lso  
eliminated with th is  system. The number o f  such spurious pulses 
was small (<£ 1 % ). A section  o f  film  i s  attached opposite p .^ ^
Since the triggerin g  le v e l in  the conmercial o s c illo sco p e  was 
found to  be rather unstable, the tr igg er  pulses were obtained from 
a standard discrim inator unit fo r  which the b ia s  was stable and 
s-ccurately known. The triggerin g  le v e l o f  the discrim inator was set 
at the same voltage as the lower le v e l o f  the k icksorter in  order 
that the two pulse-height spectra obtained would be read ily  compar­
able. A b lock  diagram o f the e le ctron ic  system i s  shown in  f i g .  3 .
A m icrofilm  reader was employed to  measure the heights o f  the 
pulses recorded on the film , and the spectrum sorted in to  th irty
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channels, Throughout th is  work the proportional counters were
71ca lib ra ted  with the 9.2 keV x -rays from an external Ge source.
The film ed  spectrum was ca librated  by feeding pulses from a pulse 
generator simultaneously to  the triggered  osc illo scop e  and to the 
k ick sorter. These pulses were adjusted so that they occupied that 
k ick sorter  channel which was c lo sest to  the mid-point o f  the 9.2 
keV peak. Filming the pulses on the o sc illo sco p e  then gave an 
accurate energy ca lib ra tion .
5. SXPERTl.ISr^ TAL FR0CXSH7RB.
A g lass  vesse l, o f  volume 300 c c . , f i l l e d  to  various pressures
up to  two atmospheres with propane, was placed in  a p o s it io n  close
to  the target o f  the Glasgow 350 MeV e lectron  synchrotron and
11irrad ia ted  fo r  periods o f  about h a lf an hour. The C was formed by 
the rea ction  C^^(^,n)C^\
With propane at a p a rtia l pressure o f  10 cm. in  the m ulti-w ire 
p roportiona l counter the in i t ia l  counting rate was as high as 
30,000 counts/min. at maximum synchrotron output. The propane 
source was admitted to the counter and argon added to a to ta l  
pressure o f  one atmosphere. Propane was employed in  th is  work 
because o f  i t s  high carbon content, and because the main im purities 
are sim ilar hydrocarbons. Since propane i t s e l f  i s  a good s ta b ilis in g
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gas, and has "been used extensively in  proportional counter -work fo r  
th is  purpose, i t  was not necessary to add methane, which i s  normally 
used in  th is  laboratoiy  as a s ta b ilise r .
With the ob ject o f  reducing the e f fe c t s  o f  positrons escaping 
from the ends o f the counter a to ta l  gas pressure o f  two atmospheres 
was used in  the counter during the early experiments. However, the 
average pulse height i s  halved by reducing the pressure to  one 
atmosphere, and consequently the flu ctu ation s in  the le v e l o f  the 
am plifier baseline due to very large pulses are reduced. Reducing the 
pressure a lso has the e f fe c t  o f decreasing the ion iza tion  density 
along the p a r t ic le  tracks, and any consequent d is tortion s  due to
space charge e f fe c ts .
71Using the G-e source, the counter gain was adjusted u n t il  the 
peak due to  the 9.2 keV x-rays was situated at the upper end o f  the 
k icksorter display. The am plifier gain v/as then increased by a 
fa ctor  o f  twenty and the low energy part o f  the pulse spectrum 
analysed. The accuracy o f  the am plifier gain settings v/as checked 
beforehand with a standard pulse generator. A rapid d eteriora tion  o f  
the energy reso lu tion , as defined by the width o f  the 9 .2  keV peak, 
was observed as the counter gain v/as increased, showing the e f fe c t s  
o f lo ca l varia tion s o f  gain due to space charge at the high gain 
used in  th is  experiment. This e f fe c t  leads to  n on -lin earity  o f  gain
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in  the counter and set an upper lim it to  the gain o f the whole 
system, since an increase o f  am plifier gain would have meant an 
approach to am plifier noise le v e l.
When using the p la s t ic  counter i t  was found to "be necessary 
to  disconnect the anti-coincidence system in  can y in g  out the energy 
ca lib ra tion  with the 9. 2 keV x -rays, since proportional counter 
discharges corresponding to  energies greater than a few keV produced 
s u ffic ie n t  lig h t  to  tr igg er  the system.
As fa r  as the author i s  aware no measurements have "been made 
on the re la tionsh ip  o f  pulse height to  energy d iss ip a tion  in  a 
propane-argon mixture over the energy range covered in  these 
experiments, and therefore separate measurements were made in  order
to  v e r ify  that th is  re la tionsh ip  was at lea st approximately linear.
57A trace o f  A was admitted to  each counter, which was then f i l l e d  
w ith the same argon-propane mixture as used during the main runs.
For each counter the gain was adjusted u n til the peak due to  the 9.2 
keV x -rays v/as in  the same p o s it io n  on the k icksorter d isp lay as i t  
was when the counters were “being ca librated , and the p o s it io n  o f  the 
peak due to  the 2.8 keV K -radiations o f  chlorine was noted. The 
am plifier gain was increased “by a fa c to r  o f  twenty and the p os it ion  
o f the peak: due to  the 240 eV L -radiations o f  chlorine was noted*
The p o s it io n  o f  th is  la tte r  peak re la tiv e  to  the 9.2 keV peak
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provided a very accurate and convenient ca lib ra tion  in  the search 
11fo r  the C K-peak. For convenience, in  a l l  o f  the la te r  runs the 9*2 
key peak was kept in  th is  p os it ion . Within the lim ited  accuracy o f  
these measurements i t  was found that the re la tionsh ip  "between pulse 
height and energy was linear over the energy range o f in terest here# 
In a ty p ica l run the in i t ia l  counting rate in  the centra l 
counter v/as ah out 3000 count s/m in., and o f  these about 15 count s/min. 
were allawed through the anti-coincidence gate to the analysing 
system# The to ta l  counting rate and the number o f  counts in  the K- 
peak were observed fo r  several h a lf - l iv e s  and found to decay w ith a 
h a l f - l i f e  o f  20 minutes. No ax^preciable rad ioactive  im purities were 
lore sent. The pulse spectrum due to  natural background v/as examined, 
and was found to be very small in  magnitude and f la t  over the energy 
region  under study#
I t  i s  essen tia l fo r  measurements on low energy .Anger e lectron s 
that the source be in  gaseous form, and a separate experiment was 
carried  out to  confirm that th is  was the case. The proportional 
counter was f i l l e d  with the usual propane source and argon to the 
usual pressure, and the counting rate was noted# The counter was 
pumped out, r e f i l le d ,  and the counting rate again noted. No 
s ign ifica n t increase over the known natural background counting rate 
v/as observed, indicating that none o f the source had been deposited 
on the counter wall.
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Fig. 10. C1 K-peak obtained with the im ilti-w ire counter.
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In another experiment i t  was v e r if ie d , by irrad iatin g  the empty 
glass vessel, that none o f  the source a c t iv ity  was due to  dust or 
adsorbed gases coming o f f  the w all o f  the vesse l.
4-. RESULTS AND CQITCIUSIONS.
On analysing the low energy end o f  the pulse spectrum obtained 
with the m ulti-w ire counter a broad peak was observed at an energy o f 
about 180 eV, which was attributed  to the K x -rad ia tion s o f  boron 
emitted in  the K-capture decay o f  Pig. 10, which i s  the r e su lt  o f
three successive runs, shows that part o f  the pulse spectrum in  
the energy region  between 40 eV and 600 eV. The natural background, 
which accounts fo r  about three counts per energy in terva l, has not 
been subtracted.
The ra tio  was obtained from the number o f counts in  the
peak and the to ta l number o f  counts in  the pulse spectrum, a fter  
correcting fo r  natural background. The number o f positrons was 
obtained as described in  chap. 2. 2 , and a correction  o f  about 2}? , 
which was calcu lated  as described in  chap. 3, was applied to take 
account o f  those p a r t ic le s  which enter the sensitive volume from 
the insen sitive  regions at the ends o f the counter. A further 
correction  o f  about 2 f 0 was included fo r  the time the gating un it 
was shut.
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Pig. 11. C " pulse spectrum obtained with the p la s t ic  counter.
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Thc observed X /f i*  ra t io  i s  0.0019 -  0.0003 , the e rro rs  being 
largely  due to  the uncertainty in  estimating the area of* the peak.
That part o f  the pulse spectrum from the p la s t ic  counter in  
the energy region  between 40 eV and 600 eV is  shown in  f i g .  I I ,  and 
the step in  the spectrum at about 200 eV i s  consistent w ith the 
presence o f  K-capture in  the above in tensity .
The p os it ion  o f the C K-peak re la tiv e  to  that o f  the A 240 
eV peak ind icates that l i t t l e  or no contribution  to  the energy o f 
the peak i s  provided by ion iza tion  due to  the nuclear r e c o i l ,  and 
such ion iza tion  must be quite small.
/ ^ 11 The th eore tica l value o f  the Y J/y ’ r a t io  fo r  C has been
18
calcu lated  in  the same manner as fo r  F , with the resu lt that
R = 0.0020 • The positron  spectrum end-point energy has been taken
as 970 keV (123), and a screening correction  to  the K-capture
decay constant lias been applied by talcing the e ffe c t iv e  Z value fo r
carbon as 5.69 (43 ,126). As in  the experiments on F ^ , the measured
value o f the ra t io  i s  in  excellen t agreement with the
th eore tica l value.
Substituting R and R0into  eqn. 11 g ives b = -0 .0 3  - 0 . 1 0  •
To obtain the value o f  b from th is  value o f  b requires the know-F
ledge o f  the re la tiv e  magnitudes o f the Fermi and G-amow-Teller
11 11nuclear matrix elements fo r  C . Since C i s  a mirror tra n s ition
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the change in  the nuclear ra d ia l wave functions can he neglected, 
andJM^ ,j 2a n d c a n  be ca lcu lated  from the angular wave functions 
alone (26). The ca lcu la tion  o f  the Fermi matrix elements fo r  mirror 
tran sitions depends so le ly  on the assumption o f  charge independence 
o f nuclear fo rce s , requiring no other assumptions about nuclear 
structure, and the resu lt i s  th a tJll .^j = 1 fo r  a l l  such tran sition s. 
Send-empirical values o f  the corresponding G-amow-Teller matrix 
elements have been obtained by Trigg (28) and by Kofoed-Hansen and 
.anther (26) from the measured nuclear magnetic moments, and have 
been used by these workers to determine I < v l / J  V /  ( c f  • chap. l ) .
However, the value o fjll  jused here fo r  cr~ was obtained from
4ft
eon. 6 by substituting the known value o f  the f t  product, |Ll |, B and 
x. The values o f  B and x were taken as 2787 and 0.560 resp ective ly  
from (27), and in  th is  way i t  v/as found thatjll 0.41 , which is  
c lose to the value o f  0.45 ca lcu lated  by (26).
By substituting these values o f  the matrix elements into the
equation f  or b , and by using the value o f  b  given in  chap. 5.5 ,
an estimate can be made o f  the magnitude o f  b • In th is  way i t  i s
found that b = -0 .0 4  ± 0.18 • The estimated maximum p o s it iv e  value F
is  0.14, which i s  considerably smaller than the value o f  0.29 
required by Kofoed-Hansen and Winther (27) to obtain the best f i t  fo r  
th eir  B-x lin es . However, the lower lim it o f  about 0.08 given by 
these workers l i e s  w ithin the estimated lim its  o f  the ore sent
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resu lt, and therefore there i s  no c lea r-cu t disagreement between the 
two estimates*
Substituting the present resu lt into the equation fo r  b F g ives
= -  0.02 i  0.09 . The conclusions to  be
drawn from th is  condition  are discussed in  chap. 8.
126Fig. 12. Decay scheme o f I  .
CHAPTER FIVE.
THE I/IC-GAPTOKB RATIO PI X1" 6.
1 .  X tlT R O D C JO T IO IT.
The most recent in vestiga tion  o f  the decay scheme o f  I
has been carried  out by Koerts et al# (62 ), using a beta-gairma
coincidence solenoidal magnetic spectrometer and gairma-garama Nal
s c in t i l la t io n  spectrometers. Unique f i r s t  forbidden shapes were
observed fo r  the spectra o f  both  the negatron and the p ositron
126tran sition s from the ground state o f  I  to  the ground sta tes  o f
n o p  l o g  1 2 6
Xe * and Te  ^ , indicating that the I  ground state has spin 2 
and odd parity . This conclusion i s  strengthened by the fa c t  that 
allowed shape spectra were observed fo r  the negatron and positron  
tran sitions to the excited  states. Measurements on the e lectron  
capture decay led  to values fo r  the K/^ 3*  ra t io s  fo r  the tra n sition  
to  the ground and f i r s t  excited  states o f  T e -^ , and these resu lts  
are discussed in  chap. 1.2 . The decay scheme proposed by these 
workers i s  shown in  f i g J 2 , and is  in  good agreement with that 
given by Perlman and Welker ( l2 7 ,c f .  a lso 128,129).
As pointed out in  chap. 1 .4 , a measurement o f  the l /K  ra tio  
fo r  a fa ir ly  heavy nucleus would be o f  some importance because o f 
the reliance which has been placed on the th eore tica l resu lts  to
126
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deduce tran sition  energies and L-fluorescence y ie ld s  fo r  n ucle i in
th is  mass region.
126The I  * ’ decay has several features which make such a 
measurement both simple and accurate. F irs t ly , the source can be 
formed inside the Nal cry sta l, in  which the measurements on the x - 
radiations take p lace, simply by bombarding the crysta l with the 
photon beam from the Glasgow synchrotron. Corrections fo r  geometry, 
e ff ic ie n cy , absorption and scattering , and fo r  L and K -fluorescence 
y ie ld s  are then almost n eg lig ib le . Both the L and K x -rad ia tion s 
are detected with e ffe c t iv e ly  100 % e ff ic ie n c y .
Secondly, the h a l f - l i f e  o f  13 days allows a reasonably strong 
a ctiv ity  to  be formed, and i s  long enough to  allow  accurate 
measurements to  be made over a period o f  several weeks.
Thirdly, by talcing coincidences with the gamma-rays from the
126excited  states in  Te” "" , the o rb ita l capture radiations are iso la ted  
from the p a rtic le  rad iations, and, in  addition, the photom ultiplier 
thermal noise contribution  i s  very considerably reduced. The la tte r  
advantage i s  o f  c r i t i c a l  importance in  the measurement o f  the 4.9 
keV L x-rad iations.
F inally , although very many photonuclear reactions are p ossib le
. 127 25 203 205m  I , lia , 71 and T1 , most o f  these ore o f  very low cross­
section  re la tive  to  the car, n) process (150,131,153), and in  any case
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do not lend to  rad ioactive  n ucle i with ch a ra cteris tics  sim ilar to 
126those o f  I  . For a rad ioactive  impurity to  he detected hy the
present technique i t  would have to  he an e lectron  capture
tran sition , with x-ray energies c lose  to  those o f  tellurium ,
follow ed hy a gamma-ray o f  energy greater than 550 keV, or,
a ltern ative ly , an isom eric tra n sition  in  vrtiich a gamma-ray o f  ahout
the same energy as the tellurium  x -ra d ia tion s i s  fo llow ed  hy a
gamma-ray o f  energy greater than 550 keV. In e ith er case the h a lf-
126l i f e  would have to  he c lo se  to  that o f  I  . On examination o f the 
isotopes which could he produced in  s ig n ifica n t quantities i t  was 
found that none s a t is f ie d  the ahove requirements, and i t  was 
estimated that le s s  than 1 fo o f  the observed x-gamma coincidences 
were due to im purities. The good energy reso lu tion  o f  the observed 
x -rad ia tion  peaks and the absence o f  any unexpected peaks in  the 
coincidence gamma-ray spectrum confirm th is  ( c f .  below) •
The s c in t i l la t io n  spectrometer lias been employed hy several 
workers fo r  the measurement o f  x -rays with energies as low as 2 keV 
(152-134), and, in  view o f  the considerable reduction in  photo­
m u ltip lier  thermal noise obtained in  the present work hy using a
coincidence technique, no d i f f i c u lt y  was envisaged in  measuring 
the 4.9 keV L x -ra d ia tion s  o f  tellurium .
126Ulg. 13. Part o f the I coincidence pulse spectrum frcm the souj 
crysta l showing the K-capture peak.
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2. sm am M EA L h iogliuks.
A Nal crysta l 1 in* long and l4r in* in  diameter was irrad iated  
in  the photon beam from the 350 MeV synchrotron fo r  about two days.
At the p os ition , c lose to  the co llim ator, in  which the crysta l was 
situated the heam is  about 4 dn* dn diameter, and i t  can be assumed 
that the a ctiv ity  resu lting  from the reaction  I (j£n)X  ^i s  
concentrated in  a cylinder o f  about £ in* diameter along the axis o f 
the crysta l. Thi3 assumption i s  not c r i t i c a l .  Preliminary experiments 
were carried  out with a smaller crysta l o f  diameter J  in. and length 
in*
The source crysta l was mounted on a photom ultiplier (Dumont
type 6292) which had been se lected  fo r  i t s  low thermal noise.
Another Nal crysta l 2 in . long and l j  in* in  diameter was mounted
on a photom ultiplier and was p laced  c lose  to  the source crysta l. A
coincidence unit with a resolv ing  time o f  sec. con tro llin g  a
lin ear coincidence gate unit w ith a gate length o f  lOyUsec. was
used to  se lect those pulses from the source crysta l which were in
coincidence with pulses from the other crysta l corresponding to
energies greater than 550 keV. This section  o f the apparatus was
22ca libra ted  with annih ilation  rad ia tion  from Na and w ith the 661
137
keV gamma-rays from Cs .
The low energy end o f  the pulse spectrum passing through the
{> to keV
Fig, 14. Bart o f the I ” " coincidence pulse spectrum frcm 
the source crysta l shov/ing the L-capture ioeak.
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gate was analysed with the m ulti-channel k ick sorter, end a 
prominent peak was observed ( f ig .J 3 )  whose energy, by comparison 
with the 4-6.5 keV ca lib ra tion  peak from a RaD source, was found to  be 
32 keV, corresponding to the K-absorption energy o f  tellurium . The 
am plifier gain was increased by a fa c to r  o f  s ix , and the pulse 
spectrum analysed as before . Another peak was observed (fig .J4 -) at 
4.9 keV, corresponding to  the L-absorption energy o f  tellurium . I t  
was not possib le  to  analyse the two peaks simultaneously, but a 
check was made on the s ta b ility  o f  the e le c tro n ic s  by ascertain ing 
that the to ta l  number o f  pulses above 12 keV in  each run remained 
constant.
126The in ten sity  o f I  “ gamma-rays detected  in  the large crysta l 
was about one h a lf that o f  the natural background, and an approxim­
ation  to the accidental coincidence spectrum in  the source crysta l 
was obtained by separating the two counters. This spectrum was o f  
n eg lig ib le  in ten sity , with the exception that a large part o f  the 
thermal noise d istrib u tion  was present. In the spectra sho\vn th is  
lias not been subtracted.
The gamma-ray spectrum from the large cry sta l in  coincidence
with x -rad ia tions in  the source crysta l was examined with the
multi-channel k icksorter. A prominent peak was observed whose energy,
137by comparison with the Cs ° 661 keV ca lib ra tion  peak, Y/as found to
CHANNEL NUMBER
Fig. 15. Part of the gamma-ray spectrum in  the large crysta l
126
in  coincidence v/ith the I  electron  capture 
x -rad iations in  the source crysta l.
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be 650 keV# This i s  shown in  f i g .  15". The e f fe c t  o f  the discrim inator
which se lects  those pulses corresponding to  energies greater than
550 keV i s  shown by the c u t -o f f  in  the spectrum at th is  energy. The
energy resolu tion  i s  not good enough to  d istingu ish  the low
in ten sity  750 keV gamma-ray from the main 650 keV peak# No other
peaks were observed in  the energy region  from 550 keV to  2 LleV with
an in tensity  greater than 2 f j  o f  that o f  the 650 keV peak. However,
the p o s s ib il ity  cannot be ru led  out that part o f  the observed pulse
d istr ib u tion  in  the energy region  from 550 keV to  800 keV i s  due to
rad ioactive im purities. As pointed out in  section  1 , th is  i s
unlikely  to  be the case.
125Some 60 day I  i s  formed in  the crysta l due to  the reaction  
2n ) l^ ^ ,  but the e lectron  capture decay o f  th is  isotope i s  
not follow ed  by a high energy gamma-ray and did not therefore 
contribute to  the observed peaks (87).
5. RESULTS.
The ra tio  o f  counts in  the L-peak to  counts in  the K-peak was 
+ • 005observed to  be 0.144- «  .018 > siean o f several measurements.
The area o f  the L-peak was measured assuming a Poisson d istr ib u tion  
fo r  the pulse heights, and the p ossib le  errors are mainly due to  
the uncertainty in  estimating th is  area.
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A K-capture event in  which a x-ray escapes from the source 
cry sta l g ives r is e  to  the detection  o f an L x-ray  which does not 
correspond to L-capture, and accordingly a small correction  has to 
he applied to take account o f  th is  e f fe c t .  I t  i s  assumed that 
escape occurs mainly from the ends o f  the cry sta l, and an 
approximate ca lcu la tion  (135) leads to  the resu lt  that 0 ,2  fo o f the 
K x -rad ia tions are not absorbed. This assumption i 3 not c r i t i c a l ,  
since in  the extreme case o f  the source being d istribu ted
uniformly throughout the cry sta l the correction  to the K x -
rad iation  in tensity  would s t i l l  be only 0.9 c/0 (136). The above 
fra ct io n  o f  K-capture events then g ives r is e  to  an increase o f
1 .4 % in  the number o f  counts in  the Ir-peak. The corrected  value
, + . 005
o f the I/K  ra tio  i s  0.142 .  #018 •
4. DISCUSSION.
The decay energies o f  the e lectron  capture tran sition s 
studied here are given by Koerts et a l. as 1.48 MeV and 0.73 MeV, 
in  the in tensity  ra t io  o f  seven to one. Using the curves o f  Dirac
wave function  ra t io s  given by Biysk and Hose (4 8 ), the i /K  -caxoture 
ra tio s  fo r  these tran sition s were calcu lated  to  be 0.125 and 0.129 
respective ly . The th eore tica l ra tio  fo r  the sum o f  these tran sition s 
i s  then 0.126 , which i s  ju st w ithin the experimental lim its  on
- 80-
the observed value. However, on the "basis o f  the Poisson f i t  which 
was made to the L-peak i t  appears to  he more lik e ly  that the 
experimental ra tio  i s  s lig h tly  larger than the th eoretica l.
- 81-
CHAPTER SIX.
EL5CTR0H CaPTOKS PT As74.
1. ETOBOIPCTION.
74The decay o f As has been studied by several groups since
the energy spectrum o f  the emitted p a r t ic le s  was f i r s t  measured, in
a cloud chamber, by Sagane et a l. (137), and found to contain both
negatron and p ositron  component s. Using a magnetic lens spectrometer,
Deutsch and Roberts (138) found that a gamma-ray with an energy o f
74
0.582 MeV was emitted in  the decay o f  As . Mei et a l. (139) made
74some observations on the beta and gamma-ray spectra o f  As , in  the
72process o f  studying the decay o f  As . They established  the presence 
o f  two negatron groups o f end-point energies 1.45 MeV and 0.82 MeV, 
and one positron  group o f energy 0.96 MeV, the ra tio  o f  negatrons 
to positrons being about two. They a lso f ix e d  the energy o f  the
gamma-ray at 0.593 MeV. The most recent work on the decay scheme o f
74 / \As is  by Johansson et a l. (140), who report the presence o f  an
additional high energy component in  the p ositron  spectrum, and show
that the previously  observed gamma-ray spectrum is  composed o f two
lin e s , w ith energies 0.5963 MeV and 0.6352 MeV, and with the
in tensity  r a t io  about four to  one. I t  was found, by means o f beta -
gamma coincidence techniques, that the gamma-rays fo llo w  the two
A s 7* 18 d
74rFig, 16. Decay scheme o f As .
so fter  components. The decay scheme proposed by these workers i s
shown in  f i g , ! » .  The spin and parity  assignments were made on the
basis o f  the experimental f t  values and spectrum shapes o f  the
various bet a -tra n sit ions, taking into  account the fa c t  that the end
nuclei are o f  even-even type, with even parity  and zero spin.
Ihrom the measured in ten s itie s  o f  the bet a -components and the
gamma-rays, the ra t io  o f  e lectron  capture to  positron  emission f o r
74the tran sition  to  the excited  state in  G-e was found by Johansson 
et a l. to be 1.5, as compared with the th eore tica l allowed value o f
i. 2.. However, th is  resu lt i s  le ss  accurate than those o f the beta  
in tensity  measurements and these workers claim that th eir  value i s  
in  good agreement with theory.
74The present measurements on the e lectron  capture decay o f As
were carried  out fo r  several reasons. No measurement had been made o f
the branching ra tio  c / f i f r p ' ,  and a determination o f th is  ra tio
would lead to a value fo r  the ra t io  fo r  the f i r s t  forbidden
74( a x  = 0, yes) tran sition  to the f i r s t  excited  state o f  G-e “. I t  
would be o f in terest to  confirm the find ings o f  Johansson et a l. 
that th is  ra t io  i s  larger than the th eore tica l allowed value. I t  was 
pointed out in  chap. 1. 4 that very few d irect measurements have been 
made o f the i /K -capture ra tio  where the tra n sition  energy is  known, 
and that a large proportion o f  the measured values are in
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disagreement with the theory. The discrepancies found by the French 
71 79•workers fo r  Ge and Kr v are p a rticu la r ly  serious. The author i s  o f  
the opinion that i f  these workers had f i l l e d  th e ir  proportional 
counters to pressures o f two or three atmospheres with argon they would 
have obtained pulse spectra in  which the ra tio  o f  the area o f  the Lr- 
peak to that o f  the K-peak would have been smaller than they in  fa c t  
obtained fo r  the f in a l  l/K  ra t io , a fter  applying th eir  corrections fo r
/ 74K x-ray escape. The measurement o f  the I/K  ra tio  in  As was expected 
to d e m o n s t r a t e  t h i s #  F i n a l l y ,  arsenic i s  a usefu l addition  to the l i s t  
o f  elements which can be studied by the gaseous source technique.
2, is & m n m m L  heocedoke#
74 \*The As ~ was ms.de by the reaction  on arsenic using the
photon beam from the 350 KeV synchrotron# Arsenious oxide was compressed 
in  a ring o f g lass  tubing, and fix e d  in  a p o s it io n  in  fron t o f, and 
concentric with, the beam collim ator. In th is  way the source was le f t  
in  p osition  fo r  f iv e  weeks without disturbing other workers using the 
machine# Arsine gas was made by dropping magnesium turnings on a 
solution  o f the radioactive arsenious oxide in  d ilu te  HC1. < Because o f 
the tox ic  properties o f th is  gas, even in  very small quantities, the 
preparation and ultim ate d isposal o f the arsine were carried  out with 
great caution.
Fart o f the arsenious oxide was mounted, as an internal so lid
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source, on the w alls o f  a small proportional counter, and the decay o f
the to ta l  counting rate and o f the K-capture counting rate observed fo r
six  h a lf - l iv e s . The counting rates decayed together with a h a l f - l i f e  o f
18 days, which is  c lose  to  previously published values (143). A long-
• 74liv ed  component, with an in tensity  o f about 1 jo o f  the As a c t iv ity ,
was observed in  the decay o f  the to ta l  counting ra te , and the
experimental resu lts  were adjusted accordingly. The resu lts  o f
experiments on the y ie ld s  from various photonuclear processes in
arsenic (131,153) indica.te that most o f  th is  lon g -liv ed  component was
73due to  80 day As , produced by the reaction .
In these experiments the proportional counter used had a diameter
o f 14 cm. and a sen sitive length o f  55 cm., defined by f ie ld -co r re c t in g
tubes. Arsine to  a pressure o f  about 1 mm. Eg was introduced into the
counter, and methane to  a pressure o f  7 cm. Eg and argon to two
atmospheres, vrere added. The presence o f  the arsine in  the counter did
not seriously  a ffe c t  the energy reso lu tion , as defined by the width o f
71the peak due to  the 9. 2 keV x-rays from the external Ge source used
fo r  ca lib ra tion .
That part o f  the pulse spectrum in  the energy region  between
2 keV and 20 keV was examined with a m ulti-channel k ick sorter, and a
71prominent peak was observed whose energy, by comparison with the Ge 
ca lib ra tion  peak, was found to  be 11.1 keV, corresponding to  the K- 
ab sorption energy o f germanium. The am plifier gain was increased by a
|_ab X - ray of Ge KQb X -  ray of Ge
<O r**+. Part of the proportional counter pulse spectrum of As74 including both electron capture 
peaks. This has been constructed from separate curves of the K  and L peaks.
Fig. 17.
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fa c to r  o f  eight, and the pulse spectrum between 0. 2 keV and 3 keV was 
analysed as b e fore . Another peak v^ as observed at about 1.3 keV, 
corresponding to  the L-absorption energy o f germanium. Pig. 17 shows that 
part o f the pulse spectrum in  the energy region  between 0 .2 keV and 
18 keV, and includes both e lectron  capture peaks. This curve has been 
constructed from separate curves o f the K and L-peaks, f i t t e d  at about 
4 keV. An L-peak i s  shown in  f ig .  IS  .
The re la tiv e  in ten sity  o f e lectron  capture was determined from 
the number o f  counts in  the two peaks and the t o t a l  number o f  counts in  
the pulse spectrum. Die to  the fa c t  that a fra c t io n  o f  the K x-rays 
emitted in  the K-capture decay escape from the counter, the areas o f  
the peaks observed in  the spectrum do not correspond d ire c t ly  to 
e lectron  capture from the L and K sh ells . However, as explained below, 
most o f  the escaping K x-rays give r is e  to  counts in  the L-peak, and 
the sum o f the areas o f  the two peaks corresponds c lo s e ly  to  the to ta l  
electron  capture in ten sity . The e f fe c t  o f  capture from the M and higher 
sh e lls  is  neglected here since the p rob a b ility  o f  1,1-capture is  expected 
to be at most 10 % o f  that o f  L-capture fo r  tra n sition s  where the decay 
energy is  much greater than the L x-ray energy. I t  was calcu lated  that 
only 5.2 % o f  K-captures y ie ld ed  x-rays which escaped completely and 
did not lead to a count in  either peak.
The number o f  e lectron s, obtained from the to ta l  number o f  pulses 
recorded, was corrected  fo r  those p a r t ic le s  entering the sensitive
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74Pag. 18. Typical L-peak o f Ac %
volume from the ends o f the counter. This correction  was ca lcu la ted
graphica lly  to he 7 .5 % o f  the number o f  e lectron s. A sim ilar correction ,
calcu lated  to he 1 was applied to  the observed number o f  x -rays.
On completion o f the measurements the proportional counter was
pumped out and r e f i l l e d  with an argon-methane mixture as b e fo r e .. The
pulse spectrum was analysed as b e fore , and i t  was found that 18 % o f  
74the As a c t iv ity  had been deposited on the w alls  o f the counter.
Total counting ra tes , and the areas o f  K and L-peaks observed at 
d ifferen t times, indicated that no lo s s  o f  source occurred during the 
measurements, so i t  may be assumed that adsorption takes place 
immediately a fte r  f i l l in g .  The d ifferen ce  between the observed spectra, 
a fter  allovd.ng f o r  decay, i s  the pulse spectrum due to  the gaseous 
source.
5 . R E S U I f f S  A H D  C O N C I U S I O N S .
A fter applying the above correction s, and taking into account the 
uncertainty in  estimating the areas o f  the capture peaks, the branching 
ra tio  o f  e lectron  capture to e lectron  emission was found to  be 0.67 io#04* 
Using the la te s t  values o f  the re la t iv e  in te n s it ie s  o f  the e lectron  
groups (140), namely a 0 /0 *  ra tio  o f  47/53 , the ra t io  o f e lectron  
capture to to ta l  positron  emission becomes 1.42 . Combining th is  with 
the th eoretica l ra tio  (0. 8) fo r  the low in ten sity  f i r s t  forbidden 
unique tran sition  to the ground state , a value o f  1.49 i s  obtained fo r
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the f i r s t  forbidden (A  I  = 0, yes) tra n sition  to  the f i r s t  excited  state
7 4
o f  G-e ", Since the th eoretica l value fo r  an allowed tra n sition  o f the 
same energy is  1. 2, th is  resu lt would seem to confirm the th eore tica l 
p red iction  (c f . chap. 1 . 2) that in  forbidden tran sition s  o f  th is  type 
the ra tio  should he close  to  the allowed value. Unfortunately our
present knowledge o f  the re la tiv e  magnitudes o f  the nuclear matrix 
elements i s  so s ligh t that deta iled  th eore tica l p red iction s are not 
possib le . However, i t  i s  in terestin g  to  note that the increase over the 
allowed value observed here is  o f  the same magnitude as that observed
84
by Welker and Perlman (65) fo r  a sim ilar tra n sition  in  Kb' .
I t  lias been assumed in  the above argument that i t  i s  v a lid  to 
accept as correct the th eoretica l r a t io  fo r  the unique forbidden 
tran sition  to the ground state. In fa c t  no consistent experimental 
evidence on th is  point i s  available at present ( c f .  chap. 1. 2) ,  but, in  
view o f  the success o f  the theory in  the allowed ca lcu la tion s, i t  seems 
l ik e ly  that the th eore tica l re su lts  are valid.. In any case the unique 
tra n sition  is  o f  low in tensity , and i s  un likely  to  a ffe c t  the above 
d iscussion  c r it ic a l ly .
Prom the re la tiv e  areas o f  the observed peaks the l/K  ra t io  can
be obtained. The observed E-peak i s  due to Auger e lectrons and to the 
K x-rays which are absorbed in  the counter gas. The observed L-peak 
arises  from Auger electrons and x-rays emitted fo llow ing L -capture, and 
from L-radiations emitted a fter  those K-capture events in  which a Kw
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x-ray escapes from the counter gas. To obtain the i/K  ra tio  from the 
re la tiv e  areas o f  the two peaks i t  i s  necessary to  know:
(a) The fra ctio n  o f K x-rays which escape from the counter. Because o f  
the low energy o f the L x -rays and the low value o f the L -fluorescence 
y ie ld  the fra ct io n  o f L x -rad ia tion s escaping i s  n eg lig ib le .
(b) The K -fluorescence y ie ld  o f  germanium.
(c ) The fra ct io n  o f K^ x-rays in  the K -series.
Because o f the e f fe c t  o f  the f ie ld -c o r re c t in g  tubes, which are
maintained at a poten tia l tw o-thirds that o f  the counter case, the
sen sitive volume is  quite accurately a r igh t cylinder. The fra c t io n  o f
photons, emitted by a source d istribu ted  uniformly throughout a
cyUnder, which escape from the cylinder can be calcu lated  to a high
degree o f accuracy, using formulae given by Hammersley (136). This
ca lcu la tion  was carried  out fo r  the K x-rays o f  germanium, using values 
2 2o f  65 cm./gm. and 4-9 cm./gm. fo r  the absorption c o e ff ic ie n ts  o f  the K^ 
and Kp radiations respective ly  (141), and the escape fra ct io n s  were 
found to  be 29 Jo and 42 Jo resp ective ly . The accuracy o f  these values i s  
dependent only on the accuracy w ith which the x-ray absorption c o e ff ic ie n t
are known.
The value o f  the K -fluorescence y ie ld  o f  germanium v/as obtained 
from the semi-empirical formula o f Broyles et a l. (93) as 0.52 , and 
the ra t io  o f  K^ in tensity  to  the to ta l  K x-ray in ten sity  was taken as
0.85 (141).
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Using these values i t  was ca lcu lated  that 12.8 % o f the K-capture
events gave r is e  to  pulses in  the L-peak. The ra t io  o f  counts in  the
L-peak to  counts in  the K-peak was observed to he 0.250 -  0.025 , the
errors largely  being due to  the uncertainty in  estimating the areas o f
the peaks. Itrom th is  value the i/K  r a t io  is  deduced to  be 0.085 -0 .020,
in  agreement w ith the th eoretica l value o f  0.095, obtained from the
graphs o f  th is  ra tio  given by Brysk and Rose (48). This resu lt i s
comparatively in sen sitive  to  varia tion s in  the value assumed fo r  the
K -fluorescence y ie ld , a change o f  10 % in  the la tte r  giving r is e  to  a
change in  the i/K  ra tio  o f  only 0.017 . I f  the value fo r  the K -flu or-
escence y ie ld  i s  taken from the new data o f Laberrigue-Hrolow et a l.
(94) the value o f  the i/lC ra tio  becomes 0.090 •
I t  i s  seen that the ra tio  o f  counts in  the L-peak to  counts in
the K-peak, namely 0.25 , i s  lower than the values obtained by the
71 79Krench workers fo r  the i/K  ra tio s  in  Ge ' and Kr " , namely 0.50 and
0.26 (c f .  chap* 1 .4 ) , as predicted  in  section  1. The present resu lt 
confirms that the discrepancy, i f  any, between the experimental and 
th eoretica l re su lts  is  comparatively small.
A s76 2 6  K.
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76Pig. 19. Decay scheme o f As .
CHAPTER 5EVEH. .
76A SEARCH FOR ELECTRON CAPTURE IN As .
1. HTTROIUCTION.
76The decay scheme o f As has been investigated  by numerous
workers since the discovery o f  the isotope by Analdi et a l. (142). A
comprehensive summary o f the more recent information obtained up to
1955 is  given in  Nuclear Lsvel Schemes (143). Several investigators
ha.ve established the presence o f  four negatron groups and several
gamma-rays, but the actual number o f gamma-rays and th eir  re la tio n  to
76the excited  sta tes o f  Sc have been in  doubt.
Kurbatov et ad. (144) have carried  out the most recent deta iled  
investigation  o f  the decay scheme, and have obtained reasonable 
agreement with e a r lie r  work o f Kraushaar and Goldhaber (145). The 
decay scheme proposed by the former group i s  shown in  f ig .  19, where 
the spin and p arity  assignments have been made from considerations o f 
the beta-spectrum shapes, f t  values and gamma-gamma angular co rre l­
ations.
Rig. /9  a lso  shows the expected p o s it io n  o f  the ground state o f
76 76Ge re la tive  to  that o f  As . The energy d ifferen ce  between these
states was computed to  be 1.10 * 0.12 MeV > ^rom the weighted average
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o f three measurements* Two o f  these (146,147) were m ass-spectroscopic
76 76determinations o f  the atomic mass d ifferen ce  between G e  a n d  Se ,
76 76from which the required As -  Ge decay energy v/as obtained by
76 76subtraction from the known As -  Se decay energy. The th ird
estimate o f  the decay energy was obtained from the d ifferen ce  in  the
neutron binding energies o f  the two n u cle i. (148).
Since the requirement fo r  the emission o f  positron s i s  that the
decay energy be greater t h a n  1.02 MeV, there might w ell be a l o w
76energy positron  tran sition  in  the decay o f  As • However, from
considerations o f the expected f t  value, such a tra n sition  would be
expected to  be o f  low in ten sity  re la tiv e  to  that o f  the negatron
tran sitions, and in fa c t  several workers have placed quite low upper
lim its  on the branching ra tio . Probably the most r e lia b le  work
is  that o f Mims and Halban (149), who searched fo r  positron  a c tiv ity
by attempting to  observe the gamma-gamma coincidences due to
-4
annihilation  photons. A  p o s i t i v e  resu lt o f 7X10 positrons per 
d isin tegration  i s  explained by these workers as being due to  pair 
production by hard gamma-rays from the source, fo llow ed  by the 
annihilation  o f the pair positron . This at any rate p laces an upper 
lim it on t h e f i / f iT  ra tio . Subsequently, Murray and Kurbatov (150) 
claimed to have observed positron s, w ith a maximum energy o f  670 keV, 
from an As ‘ source in  a cloud chamber, the P /f i~  ra t io  being about
r-»
10 . However, i t  i s  reported in  re f. (145) that these workers now'
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consider that the positrons which they observed were o f  non-nuclear
or ig in , and i t  i s  probable that the resu lt o f Mims and Halban i s  va lid .
76In a case such as As , where there is  very l i t t l e  energy
large, due to the fa c t  that in  the capture process there i s  
approximately 1 MeV more energy available than in  the positron  process.
and the maximum value (1.22 MeV), the th eoretica l allowed values o f 
the ra tio s  are about 4-000 and 160 respective ly . Hence, even i f  
positron  emission i s  possib le , e lectron  capture should be much more 
intense. However, the detection  o f a low re la tiv e  in tensity  K-capture 
tran sition  in  competition with a b eta -tra n sition  i s  much more d i f f i c u l t  
than the detection  o f positrons, since with any external source method 
there i s  the lik e lih ood  o f detecting K x-rays o f  As and Se, emitted 
in  the negatron decay and in  the subsequent gamma emission. I t  would 
be d i f f i c u l t  to  d istinguish  between these x -rays and the It x -rays o f  
G-e emitted in  the K-capture decay. However, as explained in  chap. 2 .1  , 
the integrating property o f  the proportional counter used with a 
gaseous source resu lts  in  the elim ination o f x-ray peaks due to
p a rtic le  and gamma emission.
. ,  76An excited  state o f  G-e at 0.57 MeV above the ground state has 
been observed recently  in  observations on the reaction  (145),
and i f ,  as seems lik e ly , th is  i s  a 2 state, some o f the e lectron
available fo r  the nositron  tran sition
7RFor As , taking the decay energy as the average value above ( l .  10 MeV),
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capture tran sition s would "be expected to take place to th is  level#
The presence o f  e lectron  capture would then he shown hy the appearance, 
76in the As gamma-ray spectrum, o f  a lin e  at 0.57 MeV. However, the
presence o f a 0.55 MeV gamma-ray fo llow in g  the negatron decay makes
a search fo r  e lectron  capture hy th is  means rather in sen sitive , and
Backstram (151), who lias carried  out such a search using a double-
focussing magnetic spectrometer, concludes that e lectron  capture to
th is  state e x is ts  at most in  5 % o f  the disintegrations# No other
76search fo r  e lectron  capture in  As has heen reported, and, in  view o f 
the large energy d ifferen ce , i t  seemed desirable to  carry out such a 
search#
2. EXHaOMENTAL HIOCEEHRE.
76The As " sources were obtained from A.E.R.E. Harwell in  the form 
o f arsenious oxide, and arsine gas was prepared as in  chap. 6. A
portion  o f the arsenious oxide was mounted in  a 2 in#X 2 in . Nal crysta l
. 76s c in t i l la t io n  spectrometer, and the ch a ra cteris tic  gamma-rays o f  As
were observed in  a m ulti-channel kiclcsorter. Rirther confirm ation o f
the id en tity  o f  the source was obtained by observing, over a period
o f several days, that the counting rate in  the proportional counter
decayed with a h a l f - l i f e  o f  26 hours.
A proportional counter o f  the so ft  g lass external cathode type
described by Cockcroft and Valentine (152) was used fo r  the f i r s t
—Q A—
experiments. This v/as one o f  several such counters constructed “by the 
author, and was 5 an. in  diameter w ith a sensitive  length o f  70 cm.
The external cathode and guard rings were o f  c o llo id a l  graphite.
Ar sine to  a pressure o f  a fra c t io n  o f a ran* Hg v/as introduced into
the counter, which v/as then f i l l e d  to various pressures up to two
atmospheres with an argon-methane mixture. The spectrum o f pulses from
the counter was analysed with the m ulti-channel kick sorter, and the
operation was checked by observing the energy reso lu tion  o f  the 9.2 keV
71x-ray peak from an external G-e source.
That part o f the pulse spectrum in  the energy region  between
about 2 keV and 18 keV v/as examined v/ith the k icksorter. No evidence
was found fo r  a peak at 11.1 keV, the K-absorption energy o f  germanium,
and i t  was concluded that the upper lim it fo r  IC-capture was about 2 fo 
o f  the d isin tegration s.
These experiments v/ere continued with a large brass counter, 
resu lting  in  a lowering o f the upper lim it to  0.4 % o f  the 
di sin t egr at i  ons.
The f in a l  experiments were carried  out vising the m ulti-w ire 
counter. Pressures o f  up to  two atmospheres o f  argon-methane were used. 
A fter the experiments the counter v/as pumped out, r e f i l le d ,  and the 
observed counting rate compared v/ith the known natural background. I t  
was found that about 6 % o f  the source had been deposited on the 
counter w all.
X -ra y  of Cu Kft X - r a y  of Ga
tic*.1 **■ Part of the proportional counter pulse spectrum of As76. The lower curve is the peak 
due to the 9.2 keV X-rays from an external Ge71 source. Inset is a cross-section of the pro­
portional counter used.
Fig 20.
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Tliat part o f  the pulse spectrum in  the energy region  between
2. 5 keV and 17.5 keY is  shown in  f ig .  J ft  A small peak at about 8 keV
is  superimposed on the continuous e lectron  spectrum, which has been
greatly  reduced by the operation o f the anti-co in cidence  system. This
peak i s  in terpreted  as due to  the K x -rays o f  copper produced by the
excita tion  o f  atoms in  the counter w all by cosmic rays and by gamma-
rays orig inating  in  the insen sitive  regions at the ends o f the counter.
Part o f  th is  peak appears a lso in  the natural background spectrum. The
lower curve in  f ig .  20 shows, on a d iffe re n t v e r t ic a l  sca le , the peak
71due to the 9 .2  keV x-rays o f  the G-e ca lib ra tio n  source, observed 
under the same conditions. The width o f th is  la tte r  peak is  about the 
same as that obtained with a conventional counter, and i t  i s  c lear that 
the presence o f  the arsine and the unusual construction  o f the counter 
have not seriou sly  a ffe cted  the energy reso lu tion .
There i s  no evidence o f  a peak at 11.1 lceY and, comparing the 
s ta t is t ic a l  uncertainty at that part o f the curve w ith the area under 
the copper peak, namely 0.035 % o f the e le ctron  d isin tegration s, i t  
i s  concluded that the upper lim it fo r  the p rob a b ility  o f  K-capture 
i s  0.02 % .
A sim ilar search, with negative re su lt , was made fo r  L-capture, 
although i t  i s  un likely  that the energy ava ilable  fo r  capture i s  so 
low as to make L-capture more probable than K-capture.
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GIAPTSR EIGHT,
CONCIII3IQKS.
1. ly # *" RATIOS.
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qq  qg
The present work on the simple allowed tra n sition s  C and Ty 
sa tis fa c to r ily  confirms the v a lid ity  o f  the th e o re tica l re su lts  fo r  such 
transitions, at least fo r  ligh t n u cle i. For heavy nuclei the e f fe c t s  o f  
screening and o f the f in i t e  size o f  the nucleus become important, and 
2weif el* s ca lcu la tions (45) show that correction s fo r  these e f fe c t s
# r\
reduce the th eoretica l i i rat i o  by about 25 J5 fo r  2 = 84 and W = 5 mc^. 
Accurate measurements are needed in  the high 2 region  to  compare with 
these resu lts .
As pointed out in  chap* 1. 2 , l i t t l e  accurate w’ork has been done 
so fa r  on lyfa ra tio s  fo r  forbidden tran sition s , mainly because o f trie 
complex decay schemes in  which such tran sition s  occur. However, the 
author is  o f the opinion that present experimental techniques are 
adequate fo r  accurate investigations o f  th is  type, should th eore tica l 
progress ju s t ify  th is . At present unambiguous th eore tica l values o f  the 
ra tio  can be calcu lated  only fo r  the unique forbidden tran sition s , 
and i t  is  p articu larly  important that these be submitted to 
experimental test . For other forbidden tra n sition s  the th eore tica l 
tran sition  p ro b a b ilit ie s  are com plicated functions o f  the energy, o f the
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coupling constants, and o f several d iffe ren t nuclear matrix elements, 
and unambiguous resu lts  w il l  be available only when the re la tiv e  
magnitudes o f  the la tte r  can be assessed. However, the few 
experimental re su lts  which have been obtained (c f .  chap. 1 .2  and chap. 6 ) 
are s ig n ifica n tly  d iffe ren t from the relevant th eore tica l allowed 
values, and,when b etter  estimates o f  the nuclear matrix elements are 
available, i t  i s  probable that the ra t io  w i l l  be a more sensitive
test fo r  the theory than spectrum shape measurements.
2. THE FIKE& riTIBMaaLICSS TjgHS.
The re su lts  o f the present work strengthen the conclusion  that 
the Piers in terference term i s  very small fo r  both the G-amow-Teller and 
the Fermi in tera ction s, although the evidence i s  le ss  conclusive in  the 
la tte r  case. Previously the Fiers condition  led  unambiguously to  the 
conclusion that in  the general beta-decay in tera ction  only one o f each 
o f the pairs S,V and T,A was present ( c f .  eqn. 15). However, the 
introduction  o f  the parity  non-conserving terms into the in tera ction  
has led  to the more complicated expression fo r  b (eqn .4 ), and the Fiers 
condition can now be interpreted in  several d iffe ren t ways. Several 
schemes have been proposed fo r  the re la tion sh ips between the various 
coupling constants, but so fa r  none o f these has been completely 
successful in  explaining the experimental resu lts .
The two-component neutrino theory o f  Lee and (154, c f. also
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155,156) requ ires a combination o f the coupling constants C = -  C , 
and i t  i s  seen from eqn. 4 that in  th is  case the PLerz condition  
reduces Cy 0 and^^ C^= 0 • I f  i t  i s  then assumed that
time reversa l invariance is  v a lid  ( i . e .  the C ,C. are rea l) thev k ’  k  '
condition  reduces to the e a r lie r  form (eqn. 13). This theory rece ives 
support from the resu lts  o f experiments on e lectron  p o la risa tion  
(157-166), on the angular d is tr ib u tion  o f e lectron s from aligned 
sources (7 ), and on beta-gamma c ircu la r  p o la riza tion  corre la tion . ( 171).
The resu lts  o f  R id ley ’ s experiment on Ne , and that o f  Ambler et a l.
58(170) on the angular d istr ib u tion  o f  positron s from aligned Co nuclei,
might constitu te  a d i f f i c u lt y  i f  the v a lid ity  o f time reversa l 
invariance were assumed. However, the in terpretation  o f both o f the 
la tte r  experiments i s  dependent on estimates o f the re la tiv e  magnitudes 
o f  Fermi end Gamow-Teller matrix elements, and these estimates may be 
in correct.
In an attempt to resolve these la tte r  d i f f i c u l t ie s  more
complicated theories have been proposed. Preston (167) and a lso  1,layer
d Telegdi (168) have suggested that in  a -decay due to S and/or A
a right-handed anti-neutrino i s  emitted, and that in  a yd -decay due to
T and/or V a left-handed anti-neutrino i s  emitted. The combination o f
coupling constants becomes C1 = C , 0f -  C , C1 = —C and O' =—C .S 5 A A v V r  r
I t  i s  seen that the P iers term i s  then id e n tica lly  zero. This theory 
p red icts  the absence o f  any terms due to  interference between T and S,
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and "between V and A, which i s  in  agreement w ith the find ings o f  Ambler
RO
et a l. fo r  Go"'0 hut not w ith those o f experiments on beta-gamma
circu la r  p o la riza tion  corre la tion , in  which large in terference terms
have "been observed (171)
Recently a fou r-sta te  neutrino theory has been proposed by
Cavanagh et a l. (172), which requires that neutrinos emitted in  a
T in tera ction  have the opposite sign o f  spin to those emitted in  an
A in teraction . The combination o f  coupling constants becomes
C* = — C « C1 = C , Cf C and C* = C . This scheme then im plies that r  t* /i /l 5 s v  V
the e lectron  p o la riza tion  w il l  be i  v /c  irresp ectiv e  o f  the r a t io  o f
T to  A or S to  V, and agrees v ith  the two-component in  pred ictin g
the presence o f  3-T and V-A interference terms. The Fierz term again
becomes id e n tica lly  zero without any r e s tr ic t io n s  on the re la tiv e
magnitudes o f the coupling constants.
Recently Goldhaber et a l. (173) have found that the neutrino in
a pure Gamow-Teller e lectron  capture decay i s  left-handed, which,
taken together with e lectron  p o la riza tion  resu lts , ind icates that the
Gamow-Teller in tera ction  i s  predominantly A. This i s  in  marked
6 23disagreement v ith  the He and Ne  ^ re su lts , and makes i t  imperative 
6that the He experiment be repeated. An experiment similar- to  that o f  
Goldhaber et a l. should a lso be performed fo r  a negatron em itter, 
since i t  i s  p ossib le  that the form o f the in tera ction  may be d iffe ren t
in  th is  case.
I f  the He resu lt i s  found to  he wrong, a large amount o f  other
experimental data would lead to  the conclusion  that the dominant
in teraction  combination i s  A,V , and the two-component theory would
then appear to  he ahle to  explain a large fra c t io n  o f the experimental
resu lts  so fa r  obtained. The resu lts  o f  the work on the Fiers term
described here would then lead to the conclusion  that the S and T
0
in teraction s are re la t iv e ly  small. I f  the He resu.lt i s  found to he
correct then i t  would appear that a more complicated theory o f  the
heta-decay in tera ction  i s  required.
Should i t  he found that time reversa l invariance i s  not va lid ,
the in terpretation  o f the Idlers condition  would become much more
d i f f i c u l t .  The coupling constants C, , C* would no longer he rea l
*  k
quantities and the Fiers term could vanish from phase considerations 
irresp ective  o f  the re la tiv e  magnitudes o f  Jc^J and
5. I/K  RATIOS.
74 126The present measurements on As and I confirm that the
discrepancy, i f  any, between the th e o re tica l and experimental values
of the i/K  ra t io  i s  comparatively small. This i s  in  agreement with the
71resu lt o f  Srever and H oljk (95) f o r  G-e , hut contradicts the e a r lie r
71 79work on G-e' (89,72) and Kir (50 ,90 ,9 1 ), which might ind icate that
in correct values o f  the K -fluorescence y ie ld  were assumed in  the la tte r
work.
-100­
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I t  i s  clear that in  general l i t t l e  re lian ce  can be placed on 
methods o f  measuring the l/K  ra t io  which require an accurate knowledge 
o f H -fluorescence y ie ld  values, since the experimental lim its  on the 
la tte r  are s t i l l  r e la t iv e ly  high. In th is  respect the in ternal source 
technique appears to be both  the siirplest and the best method, 
provided that c lose  to  100 % o f  the K x -rad ia tion s can be absorbed in  the 
detector. The proportional counter method o f  Drever and lio ljk  could be 
used fo r  the region 15<  g <  55 ; a3 s region  the high pressures
which would be necessary would constitu te  a considerable p ra ct ica l
126d if f ic u lty .  For the reg ion  i-5< Z <70 the method employed here fo r  I  
would be suitable i f  small quantities o f  the source could, be introduced 
into the melt from which Nal cry sta ls  are grown (c f .  87,169).
I t  would probably be advisable in  tho immediate future to 
concentrate on l / K  ra t io  measurements fo r  those tran sition s fo r  which 
the th eore tica l ra tio  i s  e f fe c t iv e ly  independent o f  the re la tiv e  
magnitudes o f  the nuclear matrix elements. Only when completely 
sa tisfactory  agreement i s  obtained between experiment and theory fo r  
these simple cases would i t  be p ro fita b le  to  turn attention  to  those 
forbidden tran sitions in  which the decay energy i s  low enough fo r  the 
re la tiv e  itudes o f  the x Laments to become important#
However, accurate measurements o f  tho l / K  r a t io  fo r  such tran sition s 
could yield, valuable inform ation about the la tte r , and th is  a lso  would
probably be a b e tter  method fo r  obtaining such information than the 
study o f  spectrum shapes.
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AETITDIX.
THE BETA-3EECTKL1I 0? lie".
1» XHTHOIUCTICN.
6 6 The decay o f  He "by beta  emission to  I i  , v/ith a spin change o f
one and no parity  change, i s  not allowed by the Fermi se lection  rules*
and, since i t s  f t  value c la s s i f ie s  i t  as a super-allowed tran sition , i t
i s  among the most important p ieces  o f  evidence fo r  the presence o f the
G-amow-Teller in teraction  in  beta-decay. *n accurate knowledge o f the f t
value o f th is  tran sition  i s  o f  importance in  the determination o f  the
re la tive  magnitudes o f the Fermi and Gamow-Teller in teraction s (5 ),
and many measurements o f the h a l f - l i f e  have been made, so that th is
quantity i s  known to  a high degree o f  accuracy. However, the measurement
o f the beta-spectrum, and the determination o f the end-point energy,
are very d i f f i c u l t  to carry out, due to the short h a l f - l i f e  and the
d if f ic u lty  o f obtaining strong a c t iv it ie s ,  and only two such
experiments have been performed.
g
The f i r s t  accurate measurement o f  the He spectrum was made, on 
a sem i-circu lar focussing magnetic spectrometer, by Perez-Mendez and 
Brown (174), who obtained an end-point energy o f 3.215 -  0.015 MeV, 
which, together with a h a l f - l i f e  o f 0.799 sec. (175), g ives an f t  value 
o f 568 sec. The th eoretica l in terest in  the spectrum led  to i t s  being
remeasured by Ju et a l. (176) w ith a magnetic a d en o id a l spectrometer, 
resu ltin g  in  an end-point energy o f  3.50 -  0.05 MeY, with a Kurie p lo t  
lin ear from the end-point down to about 600 keV. This resu lt g ives an 
f t  value o f 792 sec.
The d ifference between the end-point energies obtained by these 
two groups i s  considerably larger than the combined probable errors, 
and, in  view o f the importance o f th is  spectrum, measurements were 
started in  th is  laboratory using a s c in t i l la t io n  counter technique. 
Although the energy reso lu tion  o f the s c in t i l la t io n  counter i s  worse 
than that o f  the magnetic spectrometer, i t  was hoped that measurements 
could be made o f the low energy part o f  the spectrum, and that b etter  
counting s ta t is t ic s  would be obtained. I t  was hoped to  improve in  both 
o f these respects on the previous measurements#
The method adopted here consisted  o f bombarding a L il(Su) crysta l 
with the photon beam from the 30 MeV e lectron  synchrotron, thus forming
0 7 g 0
He by the reaction  Li (Itp)B e • The energy spectrum o f the He J a c t iv ity ,
d istribu ted  fa ir ly  uniformly throughout the cry sta l, was then studied
using the multi-channel k icksorter. During the preliminary experiments
described here a p in# cube crysta l was used, but i t  was intended that a
larger crysta l should be used in  the la te r  work#
Single crysta ls  o f  lithium  iod ide , Yvith thallium  activa tor, have
been grown by Hofstadter et a l. (177), who have studied i t s  properties
0
as a detector o f  thermal neutrons. The neutrons are captured by Li
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(7 .5  % abundance), with a large c ro ss -se c tio n  900 barns), in  the 
reaction  Li^  (n, ° 0  B5. The combined energy o f  the a lpha-particle  and 
tr ito n  i s  approximately 4.8 MeV, which g ives a lig h t pulse which can 
ea s ily  be distinguished from those due to  other rad iations, which are 
mainly o f  lower energy. These workers found that the pulse heights are 
o f  the order o f  one tenth the size  o f Nal pulses fo r  equal energies.
Similar work has been done by Schenck and Heath (178) using L il 
crysta ls  activated  with tin .
More recen tly  Nicholson and Snelling (179) have grown l i l  crysta ls  
with Tl, Sn, Eu and Sn activators, and. have studied th e ir  properties 
as detectors o f  slow' neutrons. I t  was found that Lil(Bu) was the most 
e f f ic ie n t  o f  these, with a lig h t output about f iv e  times that from 
l i l (S n )  fo r  a given energy d iss ip a tion  in  the crysta l. In sim ilar woirk 
with gamma-rcy sources i t  was found that the pulse height from a Xil(ZDu) 
crysta l was about one th ird  o f that from a Nal crysta l fo r  a photo-electron  
o f given energy.
2. ^CETEP.UNT^ PROCSIXTRS.
Tho -p in. cube L il crysta l was mounted in  p a ra ffin  o i l  in  a 
polystyrene bo:: which was strapped in  o p t ica l contact with a photo­
m ultip lier (Dumont 6292). p ieces  o f 0.0002 in. aluminium f o i l  were 
placed between the w alls o f the box and the crysta l to  act as re fle c to rs .
5 sec. a c t iv ity  is  produced in  aluminium by the (£*n)
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PULSE H E IG H T
Fig. 21. Radiothoriiim gamma-ray spectrum obtained with L il 
crysta l showing peaks at 1 .6  MeV (e lectron  p a irs ), 
2 .1  MeV (e lectron  pa irs  + one annih ilation  quantum) 
and 2.6 MeV (e lectron  p a irs  + both quanta); also 
p h o toe le ctr ic  peak at 0. 58 MeV.
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process, the mass o f  the aluminium i s  so much smaller than that o f  the 
crysta l ( ~ 0 .1 %) that a n eg lig ib le  amount o f  the a c t iv ity  detected in  
the crysta l i s  due to  this#
Since l i t t l e  work had been reported on the properties o f  L i l  as 
o. detector o f e lectron s, some prelim inary measurements were carried  out 
to determine the varia tion  o f  l ig h t  output w ith energy d iss ip ation  in  
the crystal# The pulses from the photom ultip lier were am plified and the 
pulse spectrum analysed with the m ulti-channel k ick sorter. Gamma-rays 
from Na * and radiothorium sources mounted on top o f  the crysta l were 
used to produce electrons o f accurately known energy. Fig. 2  I shows the 
pulse spectrum obtained with a radiothorium source, which emits gamma- 
rays with energies o f  0.582 MeV and 2*615 MeV# I t  i s  seen that the p lo t  
o f pulse height against energy, as defined  by the p os it ion s  o f the peaks, 
is  a straight lin e  w ithin the accuracy o f  the experiment.
The apparatus was then set up in  the beam room o f the 30 MeV 
synchrotron, w ith the l i l  cry sta l c lose  up to  the lead collim ator so 
that most o f  the beam passed through the c ry sta l, w ith very l i t t l e  
reaching the photom ultiplier. The photom ultip lier was shielded from 
the magnetic f i e ld  o f  the synchrotron by Mu-metal tubes, and i t  was 
ascertained, by talcing gamma-ray spectra w ith  the magnet energised, that 
the apparatus was operating s a t is fa c to r i ly  in  th is  p os it ion . In order 
to prevent damage to the photom ultip lier the high voltage supply was 
con tro lled  from the synchrotron con trol room, and was always switched
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o f f  when the photon beam was passing through the crysta l.
In the three preliminary runs which were carried  out the 
follow ing cycle  was adopted:
Synchrotron he am on fo r  3 seconds.
w ,f o f f .
Photom ultiplier tube E.H.T. on.
Kicksorter on fo r  3 seconds.
" o f f .
H iotom ultiplier tuhe E. H. T. o f f .
Synclirotron heam on fo r  5 seconds, 
etc.
In th is  preliminary work the switching was done manually, hut i t  
was intended that th is  should he done autom atically in  la te r  measurements. 
Pig. u  shows the pulse spectrum obtained in  these runs, and, although 
the s ta t is t ic a l  errors are large, i t  has the shape to  he expected fo r
n
the Ke 1 spectrum. There is  a s ligh t d e fic ien cy  o f  pulses at energies 
above 1.5 MeV which is  due to  b e ta -p a rt ic le s  escaping from the crysta l 
without d issipatin g  their f u l l  energy therein , hut th is  e f fe c t  would 
he n eg lig ib le  with a larger crysta l.
A separate experiment was carried  out to  obtain £ji approximate 
value o f the h a l f - l i f e  o f the a c t iv ity  formed in  the crysta l. The 
pulses were fed  to  a scaler, the display o f  which was photographed by 
a constant speed (32 fram es/sec.) 16 mm. camera. Prom the p lo t  o f  to ta l
counts against time the h a l f - l i f e  was found to he 0. 80 -  0# 1 seconds, 
in  good agreement with previous more accurate measurements*
Work on th is  experiment v/as suspended p ertly  because o f  break­
downs in  the synchrotron and also because o f the pressure o f  other 
work, but a larger L il crysta l has been obtained and i t  i s  hoped to 
complete th is  experiment in  the near future.
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